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The University of Michigan Law School (Law School), one of the 
Nation's top law schools, follows an official admimons policy dud seeks 
to adtieve student body diversity through compliance with Regmls of 
Univ. of Cal. v. Bakke, . Focusing on students' academic 
ability coupled with a flexible assessment of their talents, experiences, 
and potartial, the policy requires admissions officials to evaluate each 
applicant based on all the information available in the file, induding a 
personal statement, letters of recommendation, an essay clescribingllaw 
the appliamt will contribute to Law School life and divasity, and the 
applicant's undergraduate grade point average (GP A) and Law Sdlool 
Admissions Test (LSA T) score. Additionally, officials must look beyond 
grades llld scores to so-called "soft variables,• such as recommendas' 
enthusiam, the quality of the - institution and the 
applicant's eaay, and the areas and difficulty of-coone 
selection. The policy does not define diversity solely in tams of racill 
and ethnic lbltlls and does not Jesbict the types m divenity contribulions 
cliaJl>le for •m1>•1ntill wGght, • but it does reaffirm the Law School's 
con11nitm.mt to diversity with special nierenc:e to the indusion of 
Afiic:u-American, Hispmic, and Native-American stucleota. wbo 
utheawite misht not be repramtecl in the 9'Udmt body in meaai~ 
• e• •·By mrollina a •aitiCll m•r• of UIMID1epriw•lc!ll miMMaty 

··-tbe policy ... to ClllUle their ability to contribute to die Law 
-GrJI clllrlc:tlr aad to tbe t..i prolalian. 
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binding precedent. The Court finds it unnecessary to decide this issue 
because the Court endorses Justice Powell's view that student body 
diversity is a compelling state interest in the context of university 
admissions. Pp. 9-13. 

(b) All government racial classifications must be analyzed by a 
reviewing court under strict scrutiny. Adarand Constrnctors, Inc. v. 
Pena, . But not all such uses are invalidated by strict 
scrutiny. Race-based action necessary to further a compelling 
governmental interest does not violate the Equal Protection Clause so 
long as it is narrowly tailored to further that interest. E.g., Shaw v. Hunt, 

. Context matters when reviewing such action. See .... 
Gomillion v. Lightfoot, , 343-344. Not every decision -
influenced by race is equally objectionable, and strict scrutiny is ·· 
designed to provide a framework for carefulfy examining the importance 
and the sincerity of the government's reasons for using race in a 
parti cu1ar context. 13-rs. 

(c) The Court endorses Justice Powell's view that student body 
diversity is a compelling state interest that can justify using race in 
university admissions. The Court defers to the Law School's educational 
judgment that diversity is essential to its educational mission. The 
Court's scrutiny of that interest is no less strict for taking into account 
complex educational judgments in an area that lies primarily within the 
university's expertise. See, e.g., Bakke, , n. 53 (opinion 
of Powell, J.). Attaining a diverse student body is at the heart of the Law 
School's proper institutional mission, and its "good faith" is "presumed" 
absent "a showing to the contrary." Id, at 318-319. Enrolling a "critical 
mass" of minority students simply to assure some specified percentage 
of a particular group merely because of its race or ethnic origin would be 
patently unconstitutional. E.g., id, at 307. But the Law School defines 
its critical mass concept by reference to the substantial, important, and 
laudable educational benefits that diversity is designed to produce, 
including cross-racial understanding and the breaking down of racial 
stereotypes. The Law School's claim is further bolstered by numerous 
expert studies and reports showing that such diversity promotes learning 
outcomes and better prepares students for an increasingly diverse 
workforce, for society, and for the legal profession. Major American 
businesses have made clear that the skills needed in today's increasingly 
global marketplace can only be developed through exposure to widely 
diverse people, cultures, ideas, and viewpoints. High-ranking retired 
officers and civilian military leaders assert that a highly qualified, 
racially diverse officer corps is essential to national security. Moreover, 
because universities, and in particular, law schools, represent the 
training ground for a large number of the Nation's leaders, Sweatt v. 
Painter, , the path to leadership must be visibly open 
to talented and qualified individuals of every race and ethnicity. Thus, 
the Law School has a compelling interest in attaining a diverse student 
body. 15-21. 

(d) The Law School's admissions program bears the hallmarks of a 
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218 F. 3d 732, affirmed. 

O'Con1ww, J., delivered the opinion aftheComt, in-4dchBllt•• 
Souter, Gimbtug, and Bnyer, JJ., joined, and in wllicb St:alo .t 
Thomas, JJ.. joined in part insofar u it is consistent with dleW.•1 
expressed in Part VII of the opinion of 71tolnas, J. GI,.,,,,,., J., tiled a 
concurring opinion, in which Breyer, J., joined. Scalia, J .• flied an 
opinion concurring in part and diseenting in part, in which 7Jwnm, J., 
joined. 'JJlomas, J., filed an opinion concurring in ,.rt IDd ciaZ1dinain 
part, in which Scalia, J., joined u to Parts 1-Vll. &hnqtli8I. C. J., filed a 
dissenting opinion, in which Scalia, Kmn«ly, and '11tomal, l/., joined. 
Kennedy, J., filed a dissenting opinion. 

BARBARA GRUTTER, 
PETITIONER v. LEE 

BOLLINGElt a-at. 
on writ of certiorari to the united states court of 

appeal• for the sis th circuit 

[June 23, 2003] 

Justice O'Connor delivered the opinion of the Court. 

This case requires us to decide whether the use of race as a factor in 
student admissions by the University of Michigan Law School (Law 
School) is unlawful. 

I 

A 



ti 

faculty committee with c:nftiq a written admilliona policy to 
implement tbe1e goals. In puticul•, the Law School .,..,.. to ..... 
that ita efforts to ac;hieve student body divenity complied with dais 
Court's mast recent ruling on the uae of race in university admilliam. 
~Be,,. qf llnbL qfCaJ. y. &tire, (1911). Upon tbe 
~moua adoption of the committee's report by the Law School 

faculty, it became the Law School's official admissions policy. 

that policy is its focus on · c ability coupled 
with a fled assessment of applicants' talen , eq>eriencea, and 
potenti o contribute to the learning of around them." . 111 . 
The icy requires admissi officials to evaluate each l baled 
on all the infonnation av · le in the file, including a oa:IOnal 
statemen~ letten of r mendation, and an essay-dejlhbing the ways 
in which the appli will contribute to the life an9--:<five~ty of the Law 
School. Id, at 83-84, 114-121 . In reviewing an applicant's fill\ 
admissions officials must consider the appliCUlt's undergraduate grade 
point average (GPA) and Law School Admissions Test (LSA T) score 
because they are important (if imperfect) predictors of academic success 
in law school. Id, at 112. The policy messes that "no aeplicant should 
be admitted unless we ex['ect that applicanLto ~ell enough to 
graduate with no serious acidemic robl s." l at 111 . 

The licy makes clear, however, that even the highest possible score 
oes n t arantee admission to the Law School. Id, at 113. Nor does a 
ow score automatically disqualify an applicant. Ibid. Rather, the l>Olicy 

uires admissions officials to look beyond grades and test s'CorestO'"" 
o r criteria that are i ortantiOdie Law School's educati0ii81 " 
objectt_ye!. a., at 114. So-called" 'soft' variables" sue as "the 
enthusiasm of recommender the • uali of the "'un e ' 

7 

t'1Stltutton, e quality of the app icant's e!_!ay, and the areas and 
tciil of una iduite course selection" are all brought to ""'6ear in 

usessing an licant's likel contributio s to the inteJJecn1aJ and-=> 
social life of e institution." Ibid. 



-·---
The policy cloea not define t1Jl!tt;eel.I i.D -m! pf ncial Ind 

~c t!eb•&" Id., at 121. Nor i1 the polic;"iDRDai1ive to tbi > 
competition ~on1 all sllldents for admiaion to the [L ]aw [S)choal. • 
Ibid. Rather, the policy seeks to guide ldmiuions officers~ 
dus=hQtb diycgc~cally_~ d111e1 --=;~ 1butmu wOO promise to continue ttietridi1 on Outstandinl 

;:gnqtrjbptjon by Michigan GrldU&tes to the legal pnifession, Ibid. 

B 
Petitioner Barbara Grutter is a white Michigan resident who applied 

to the Law School in 1996 with a 3 .8 grade point average and 161 LSAT 
score. The Law School initially placed petitioner on a waiting list, but 
subsequently rejected her application. In December 1997, petitioner filed 
suit in the United States District Coun for the Eastern District of 
Michigan against the Law School, the Regents of the University of 
Michigan, Lee Bollinger (Dean of the Law School from 1987 to 1994, 
and President of the University of Michigan from 1996 to 2002), Jeffrey 
Lehman (Dean of the Law School), and Dennis Shields (Director of 
Admissions at the Law School from 1991 until 1998). Petitioner alleged 
that respondents discriminated against her on the basis of race in 
violation of the Fourteenth Amendm_e,n.t; 1!!!e VI of the Civi!Big!lg Act_ 
of l?M, 78 Stat'. 252, 42 U.S. C. §2000d; and Rev. Stat. §1977, as 

'amended, 42 U.S. C. §1981. 

Petitioner further alleged that her application was rejected because 
the Law School uses race as a "predominant" factor, giving applicants 

·who belon to certain minori ou s "a i ificand 
admission than students with similar credentials from disfavored racial 

• s." App. 33-34. Petitioner also all ed that respondents "had no "' 
.,__ compellin interest to · usti their use o r - - -' 

~ss. Id, at 34. Petitioner requested compensatory and punitive 
~ d8Jll88ei, an order requiring the Law School to offer her admission, and 

an injunction prohibiting the Law School from continuing to 
discriminate on the basis of race. Id, at 36. Petitioner clearly has 
standing to bring this lawsuit. Northeastern Fla. Chapter, Associated 
Gen. Contractors of America v. Jacksonville, (1993). 

:f"~t (J ~\ The Dillrict Court grmted petitioner's motion for class certification 

17
1 ) and for bifbnation of the trial into liability and damages phases. The 

d-wu defined u " 'all persons who (A) applied for and were not 
grated ldmislion to the University of Michigan Law School for the 

d · c yWl lince (ad including) l 99S until the time that judsment 
ii ••nd henin; ad (B) were members of those racial or eduric 8fWP't 
iar-luf• Quc!i!P, that Defendann treated le11 favorably in 
can ..... lliii applications for ldmillion to the Law School.' • App. 
tD c.t. 191 .. ltk 



for summary judgment on December 22, 2000. Taking the motions 
under advisement, the District Court indicated that it would decide as a 
matter of law whether the Law School's asserted interest in obtaining the 
educational benefits that flow from a diverse student body was 
C__Qmpell0g. '(he District Court also indicated that it would conduct a 
~ch trial on ifle exte~o winch race was a factor in the Law School's 
kdmissions decisions, an whether the Law School's consideration of 
race in admissions aecisions constituted a race-based double standard. 
. ~ - --------' 

During the.! S-da.I, benchJ!!.'1, the parties introduced extensive 
evidence coaceming the Law School's use of race in the admissions 
process;.Pennis Shields_. Di~ of Admis~~·~~tioner applied 
to the Liw School, testified that he did not direct ms to admit a 
particular percentage or number of minority students, but rather to 
consider an applicant's race along with all other factors. Id, at 206a. 
Shields testified that at the height of the admissions season, he would 
frequently consult the so-called "daily reports" that kept track of the 
racial and ethnic composition of the class (along with other information 
such as residency status and gender). Id, at 207a. This w e, 
Shields testified, t ensure that a criti mass ofunderr sented 
minority studen would be reached as to realize th ucational 
benefits of a · erse student body id. Shields stre d, however, that 
he did not s to admit any p cular number or: ercentage of 
underrepfesented minority Clents. Ibid. 

Erica Munzel, who succeeded Shields as Dit~Q.r of Admissions, 
~cf{" t.estified that• 'critical mw'" means" 'me&in --numbers'• or 

v< D • 'meaninafiU.ifprescottt!sm..'_" which e understood to mean a number I:,, r J //f_~t encourages underrepresented minority students to participat.e in the 

I
,'/ r classroom and not feel isolated. Id, at 208a-20?a. Munzel stated there is 
~ ./) ./ no number, percentage, or range of numbers or percentages that J1iY.. constitut.e critical mass. Id, at 209a. Munzel also asserted that she must 

.. J J consider tile" race of applicants because a critical mass of 
I l J/V/ un~resent.ed minority students ~ouh[iiOt be emoU;;d if itdmissions ... 
f" <a~:.._ were based pnmiiftYon undef8!aduate GPAs and LSAI • 

scores. Ibid. - - -
-· --------

The CWTent Dean of the Law School, Jeffrey Lehman, also testified. 
Like the other Law School witnesses, Lehman did not suantify @ti9tl 
mats in terms of numbers or percen~. Id, at 211 a. He indicated that 

.. -~ maumeans~c~ ~tun~~ min~ 1ii•ikiiti1Liiiita:i:: =J ~i{orl!ieirq;~/bid. 
• Whm 1.bd about the extent to whicll rice is considered in admissions, 

Leitman teltified that it varies from one applicant to another. Ibid. In 
me cuea. accarding to Lehman's testimony, an applicant's ~ 
'9 l!O 9 .. while in others it may be a • 'determinative' • factor. Ibid. 

TlleDi.na Court bemd aumive testimony ftam Profe11or Richard 
La ........ cblinld die famli, cmunittee that drafted the 1992 . 
paliCf •••• , .......... that tbe ... Schaol "'*' ·*8~ with 
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diverse interests and back un to enhance classroom discussion and 
• tionaT-ex nence h i side and outsiife the cfiSSrOOffi.~ 

,,.f-..... ~ ..J 2 I 3a. When asked about the policy's " 'commitment to racial an ethnic 
..P ((. \. ~t ~G{ diversity with special reference to the inclusion of students from groups 
Pr l. C.. p ~ which have been historically discriminated against,' " Lenipert explained 
~f: ~ _ that this language did not pu ort to rem ast disc1imination, but ' 
L7 l!J · I? c_;,e 3. j ra er to inc u e students w o ma brin to the Law c Ci<ir:---r 

r, ~ . .. .. ~ pers ective difierent from that of me bers of OU S which haven 
a•AOO' ~ t-1 ~~ .... the victun• of~eh.gilqjminationJbid. Lempert Wrnowl 
4" ~ • ~ " r ~ tllat Otfifi groupa, such u Asians ~Jews, have experienced rr £;, ~1i" tJ .-,~ICl'imination, but explained they were not mentioned in the policy 

ft/~ It'/ 6'R"1iecame individual• who are memben of those IPJllllPI were ali1lldy 
~,l) .---- being ldmi!flldtq_tbe Law School in signifiCIDt numben. Ibid. 

Kent Syverud wu the final witness to testify about the Law School's 
use of race in admissions decisions. Syverud was a professor at the Law 
School when the 1992 admissions policy was adopted and is now Dean 
of Vanderbilt Law School. In addition to his testimony at trial, Syvaud 
submitted several expert reports on the educational benefits of diversity. 
S erud's · ony indicated that when a critical mass of 

d resented minority students is present, racial stereotypes.=.:::l ~~ 
._....~·.-..r force nonminority students learn there is no " 'minon_· --.... 
·vi~nt' " but rather a variety of viewpoints among minority wden 

;-at 21Sa. ~ 

In an attempt to quantify the extent to which the Law School actually 
considers race in making admissions decisions, the parties introduced 
voluminous evidence at trial. Relying on data obtained from the Law 
School, petitioner's expert, Dr. Kinley Lamtz, generated and analy:zed 
"admissions grids" for the years in question (1995-2000). These grids 
show the number of applicants and the number of admittees for all 
combinations of GP As and LSAT scores. Dr. Lamtz made " 'cell-by
cell' " comparisons between applicants of different races to determine 
whether a statistically significant relationship existed between race and 
admission rates. He concluded that membership in certain minority 
groups• 'is an exbemely strong factor in the decision for acceptance,'" 
and that applicants from these minority groups " 'are given an exbanely 
Imp allowance far admission'" u compared to applicants who are 
members ofnoofavored groups. Id, at 218a-220a. Dr. Lamtz conceded, 
howev•, "*l'iCe is not tliem ominant factor in the Law Scb~'s .. . . --... 12 r. 11-13 (F . , . 
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would have comprised 4 percent of the entering class in 2000 instead of 
the actual figure of 14.5 percent. Ibid. 

In the end, the District Court concluded that the Law School's use of 
race as a factor in<;dmissions decisions was unl~~l Apptying_strj__ct 

....._scrutiqy, the District Court determined thatthe LaWSchoo1's asserted" 
interest in assembling a diverse student body was !10t com_pellins_ 

':"-be~1se "the attainm£nt pf a ra~ly_ d!fe~e cl-'ss ..... was not recognized 
as such b Bakke and is not a remedy for past discriminati --=-nTd., at "" 

a. The Distnct went on to o at even if diversity were 
compelling, the Law School had not narrowly tailored its use of race to 
further that interest. The District <;gun grantr&I p;titi~s...reiqq~for 
declaratory relief an~ enjoined J4e Law School from using race as a_ 
factor in its adniissioiis decisions. The COW'! of Appea!s entered a stay 
of the in.unction din a . ~ - ' 

~· / .t#r > ~ \ . Sitting en bane, the Court of Appeals reversed the District Court's 

J
. j CS tJt f judgment and vacated the injunction. The Court of Appeals first held 

that Justice Powell's opinion in BaJcJce was binding precedent 
establishin diversi as a com Ir · . According to the 
Court of Appeals, Justice Po l's opinion "th respect to diversity.-
comprised the controlling r on ale for judgment of this Court under 
the analysis set forth i ks v. Uni (J States, - ( 1977). 
The Court of Appeals also hel at the Law School's use of race wu 

wl tail mer-I " tential 'plus' factor" mid 

Harvard admissions program described approvingly bg Justice Powell 
and appended to his Bakke opinion. 288 F. 3d 732, 74 , 74§ (CA& 
2002). 

Four dissenting judges would have held the Law School's use of race 
unconstitutional. Three of the dissenters, rejecting the majority's Marks 
analysis, examined the Law School's interest in student body diversity 
on the merits and concluded it was not '(!tiling. The fourth dissenter, 
writing separately, found it unneces~lo ecide whether diversity was 
a compelling interest because, like the other dissenters, he believed that 
!he Law School's use of race was n'llfarrowly tailorq1 tofurtber that 
interest. ' 

D 

_,__ .... ? 
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We last addressed the use of race in public higher education over 25 ,
years ago. In the landmark Bakke case, we reviewed a racial set:.aside .-
program that reserved 16 out of 100 seats in a medical schoolclass f(); 
members of certain minority groups. (1978). The decision 
produceq six separate_ opinions, pone of which commanded a majority of 
the Court~Four Justices would §ve upheld the program against all 
attack on the grouna tffatlhe government can use race to "remedy 
disadvantages cast oii UiinriritieS]}y past racial prejudice." Id, at 325 
Goint opinion o(_Br~n~, White, Mar~all, and ~lackmun, JJ., 
concurring in judgment in part and dissenting in part). Four other 
Justices avoided the constitutional question altogether and struck down 
the program on statutory grounds. Id, at 408 (opinion of Steven.s, J., 
joined by _!lurger, C. ., and §.t.ewart and Rehn . t, JJ., concu . gin 
judgment m pa nd dissenting in part). J ce Powell prov· ed a fifth 
vote not o for invalidating the set- · e program, but a o for 
rever the state court's injunc · against any use of ce whatsoever. 

I~ .. 
1 

.ft.- ~ I ... he only holding for the Court in Bakke was that a "S~Je has a_ 
l'I"' wv VV substantial interest that l · · I ma e rv b a ro erl devised 

c.. 1ss1ons ro am inv vin the com etitiv c n ideration of race and 
~I-' ......... _._Ile ruco · ·n." ~ ., at320. Thu, ei:eversed th~ofthe ower 

cou s Judgment that enjo· o the universiw~om any consideration of 
the race of any aQpli t." Ibid. 
a l 

Since this Court's splintered decision in Bakke, Justice Powell's 
opinion announcing the judgment of the Court has served as the 
touchstone for constitutional analysis of race-~onscious admissions 

licies. Public and private universities across the Nation have modeled 
eir own admissions programs on)llsti~e Powell's views 011 permissible , 

ra - onsci licies. ee, e.g.,.flrieffor .Iu.dith Areen et al. as Amici 
J;uriae 12-13 (law school admissions programs employ "methods 
deSigned from and based on Justice Powell's opinion in Bakke"); Brief 
o s o ege e . as m1c1 ur1~ 2T("After Bakke,-each of the 

amici (and undoubtedly other selective colleges and universities as well) 
reviewed their admissions procedures in light of Justice Powfill's 
o inion ... and set sail accordingly"). We therefore discussfusttce 
Powell's opinion in some detail. 

Justice Powell began by stating that "[t]he guarantee of equal 
protection cannot mean one thing when applied to one individual and 
something els~ wh~n applied to a person of another color. J.fboth are Rt>t 

~accorded the same protection, the,n it is not equal." Bakke, 438 U. S., at 
289-
29~. ~ ~ustice Powell's view, when governm~ntal ?ecisions .~~1~h upay 
an 1nd1v1dua]'s race or ethnic back-ground,. he •s enutled to a 1ud1c1al, 
determination that ffi rden he is asked t ar on that basis is 

.2 ec1se y tailored to serve a compelling governmental interest "id, at 
299. Under this exacting standard, only one of the interests asserted by 
~university survived Justice Powell's scrutiny. 

-
taw.Ip.findlaw.com/scripts/getcase.pl?court=US&vol=OOO&invol=02-24l&frien... 7/30/2003 
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_firg, Justice Powell rejected an interest i~ " 'reducing the historic 
deficit of traditionally disfavored minorities in medical schools and in 
the medical profession' " as an unlawful interest in racial balancing. Id, 
at_~06-3Q7. Second, Justice Powell rejected an interest in remedying 
societal discnm1nation because such measures would risk placing 
unnecessary burdens on innocent third parties "who bear no 
responsibility for whatever hann the beneficiaries of the special 
admissions program are thought to have suffe!ed." Id, at 310. Thir~ 
Justice Powell rejected an interest in "'increasing the number of

0 

physicians who will practice in communities currently undenerved," 
concluding that even if such an interest could be compelling in some 
circumstances the program under review was not "geared to promote 
that goal." Id, at 306, 310 . 

.....& '-

Justice Powell approved the university's use of race to further only 
one interest: ,)he attainment of a diverte student bodx." Id, at 311. With 
the important proviso that "constitutional limitations protecting 
individu'-1 rights may not be disregarded," Justice Powell grounded his 
analysis in the academic freedom that "long has been viewed as a special 
concern of the First Amendment." Id, at 312, 314. Justice Powell 
emphasized that nothing fess than the " 'nation's future d ds u 
eaders trained thr wide exposure' to the ideas and mores of _ 

students as i thi Na· o Jes." Id, at 313 (quoting 
v .. 

(1967)). In seeking the "right to select those students who will 
contribute the most to the 'robust exchange of ideas,' " a university seeks 
"to acl)ieve a goal that is of.AA~t importan"ce in the fulfillment of 
its mission." . Both "tradition and experience lend 
support t9 the_view that the contribution of.4iver§ity is ~ubstanti~." Ibid. 

Justice Powell wasJ!owever, careful to emphasize that in his view 
rac ... e "is only one element in a range of factors a university properly may 
consider in attainin&-the goal of a.b.etCIQSeneoy3 student body." Id, at 
314. Fpr Justice Powell, "[iJt i~ not~ in!erest in simple ethnic divepity, 
in which a specified percentage of lhe student body is in· effect 
guaranteed t!> be_members ouelected ethnic gr.oup~=" that . - justify the 
use ofra~. Id, at 315. ~ther, "(t]h~ · rsity th~ compelling 

j 
state interest cpm~ a_[ar b er af!JY !>f qualjti ~and 
characteri ca ·or whi · · · · n is b i e thou 

---.,, ~ ...... _,,,,... A - - • 

imftftll19••n ·'el " · - ; 

In the wake of our fractured decision in Bakke., ~ ha~e attuggled 
to discern wbether·Justice Powell's div.ersity rationale, set forth_in ~of 
the opinion joined by llO other Justice, is nonetheless bincli_DI piececleQt 
un~~ ID dud Cite, we expluned ttil:l •[w~ a .ftaSJ!l~ted-Coqrt 
ctecl~ a cue and JlO tinsle rationale .explain!ng ~e ~t enioys ~ 
.... , oftl_!.e Juttic:ee. the holdjng of Jbc..COUl1JD•J.,bc.Yi~ u -
~ tlbn a.,• Members who concw1edjp tbejudsm•ta on st. 

jl'!IJP&Z• F'~ • .. (mWnai quotation IDllb and 
ci11tkm Giiiiam). Al die div.amt opinions of tbe lower courts 
~ ti. blJMu•. :ltli•• i••m =;•1 d'W th!n IJ!PliedJo 

r1•JpldWWAw• miflf•t n•:pl' · Mlaftim... 7/JO/'JJJ/O! ,,. ~ . 
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the various opinions supporting the result in [Bakke]." Nichols v. United 
States, (1994). Compare, e.g., Johnson v Board 
of Regents of Univ. of Ga., 263 F. 3d 1234 (CA 11 2001) (Justice 
Powell's diversity rationale was not the holding of the Court)~ Hopwood 
v. Texas, 236 F. 3d 256., 274-275 (CAS 2000) (Hopwood JI) (same)~ 
Hopwood I, 78 F. 3d 932 (same), with Smith v. {fniversity of Wash. Law 
School, 233 F. 3d 1199 (Justice Powell's opinion., including the diversity 
rationale, is controlling under Marks). -

We do not find it nece111ry to decide whether Justice Powell'• 
opinion is binding under Mara. It doea not aeem "ueetbl to punue the 
Mar/rs inquiry to the U11110lt logical po11ibility when it bu IO obviously 
baftled and divided the lower courts that have considered it." Nicltab v. 
United States, _,,,a, at 745-746. More important, for the reaaons let out 

l below, toda=done Justice Powe)rs view that studeoiboclY 
di~eni" is a . pelling state interafthat can justify tb;{iae of race in 
umvers1ty 1sstons. 

B 

(1995) (emphasis in original; interns) quotation marks and citation 
omitted). We are a ;free people whose institutions are founded upon the 

_ d~e of equ•litf " Ttwing 11 Yirmi;a, (1967) (internal 
quotation marksand citation omitted). It follows from that principle that 
" ovemment ma · le differently because of their race on1 for 
the m com Uin onstructors. Inc. v. Pella, 

--. 7IJOl'JGQ1 
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.J'tri&t scrutiny is not "strict in theocy~ but fatal in fact. 1' Adarand 
Coirstructors, Inc. v. Pena, supra, at 23 7 (internal quotation marks and 
citation omitted). Alth~ all ~ovemmental uses of race are subj_~Jo 
.~t scruti9y, nsit all a~vali ated by.Ji. As e have explai , 

"whenever the gov~em t treats any perso nequally b se of his or 
her race, th~t person s suffered an inju at falls squ ~ ly Within the 
language and spirit the Constitution' guarantee of ual protection." 

-230. But that observation "says nothing about the 
ultima~ validity of any particular law; that detennination is the job of 
the court applying pjct scrutiny." Id, at 230. When race-ti.d action i1 

_llece&sary tg furthr.r a compellin1 aovcmmental intmst, IUCh action 
dOes n violate e constimtional of rotection so Ions 
as the n is also satisfied. 

Co~ matters w)t. reviewingace-hucd governmental •aim 
under the~ual Protecti~lause. Sg <Jpmillion v. Lizht/(IOI.?> 

(1960) (admonishing thJt, "in dealing with claims under 
broad provisions of the C-oostitution, which derive content by an 
interpretive p~ss -~f i11£Jv_sion and exdnsiao, it is imperative that 
generaliutions, based on and qualified by the concrete situations that 
gave rise to tbeµi, m~t not be applied out of context in disregard of 

_variant COiitrolliog facts"). In Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. Pena, we 
made clear th't strict scrutiny m~t ta)ce " 'relevant differences' into 
account" . . Indeed, as we explained, that is its '.> 

, _ "fundamental purpose." Ibid. Not every decision influenced by race is 
uall ob. ec · onab e - d strict scrutiny is desi ed to provide a 

e b the overnmental decisionmaker for the use o 
race in tfiit articular context 

III 

A 



(stating that unless classifications based on race are "strictly reserved for 
remedial settings, they may in fact promote notions of racial inferiority 
and lead to a politics of racial hostility"). But we have ~ver held that 

.. the only governmental use of race that can survive strict scrutlnY is c-' 

r remedyinSJiast discrimination, Nor, since Bakke, have we directly 
Mdressed e use of race 1n the context of public higher education. 
Today, we hold that the Law School has a comeeUing interest in 
attaining a diverse student body. • · -
.~ .. 

The Law School's educational judgment that such diversity is 
essential to its educational mission is one to which we defer. The Law 
School's assessment that diversity will, in fact, yield educational benefits 
is substantiated by respondents and their amici. Our scrutiny of the 
interest userted by the Law School is no less strict for taking into 
account complex educational judgments in an area that lies primarily 
within the expertise of the university. olding today is i · ng 
with our traditiQJ{Of giving a degr deference to a · · ty's 
academic d~ons, within co tutionally prescri 1mits. See 

~ntso(Univ. Q(Mich. v. win_&.. (1985)~Boardof 
Curators of Univ. of Mo. v. Horowitz, , n. 6 (1978)~ 
BalcJce, , n. 53 (opinion of Powell, J.). 

We have long recognized that, given the important purpose of public 
education and the expansive freedoms of speech and thought associated 
with the university environment, llJliyersities OCCl'P¥ a specjaJ nicbeig 

""our constitutional tradition. See, e.g., Wieman v. Updegraff, 
(1952) (Frankfurter, J., concurring); Sweezyv. New 

Hampshire, (1957); Shelton v. Tucker, 
( 1960); Keyishian v. Board of Regents of Univ. of State of N. Y. • 

. In announcing the principle of student body diversity as a 
compelling state interest, Justice Powell invoked our cases recognizing a 
constitutional dimension, grounded in the First Amendment, of 
educational autonomy: "The eedom of a unive · to make its own 
judgmen s to educatio ncludes the sel · of its student body." 
BaJcJce, rpra, at 312. om this premise, stice Powell reason by 
clai · g "the right t select those stu ts who will contribu e most 
to e 'robust exc ge of ideas,'" ·versity "seek(s] t chieve a goal 

t is of paramount importance i the fulfillment of i mission." 
(quoting Keyishian v. Board of Regents of Univ. of State of 

N. Y., supra, at 603). Our conclusion that the Law School has a 
compelling interest in a diverse student body is infonned by our view 
that attainins a diverse student body is at the heart of the Law School's 
proper iutitutional mission, and that •good faith" on the part of a 
university is "~ed" abaent "a showing to the conttary." 

-319. 
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merely because of its race or ethnic origin." ~' 
(opinion of Powell, J.). That would amount to outright m#!l balanciDL 
which iaJPtcntly uneonstitntignal. f!Jid: Freeman v. Pitts, 

( 1992) " ·al ce i not to be achieved for ita own 
sake"); Richmond v. J. A. Croson Co.. . , the Law 
School's concept of crisical .m.~ defined by reference to the 

/ ( educational benefits tbftJ!i~-PtY is designed to ~"" 
~Hi~ ~ -- ~ 

.zS ese bene.§ts are substaptill- As the District Court emphuized, the 
• IJ Al Law School's admissions policy promotes "cross-racial understanding," 

/ti;-tf" helps to break down racial stereotypes, and "enables [students] to better 
f understand persons of different races." App. to Pet. for Cert. 246a. These 

benefits are "important and laudable," because "classroom disa.assion is 
livelier, more spirited, and simply more enlightening and interesting" 
when the students have "the greatest possible variety of backgrounds." 
Id. at 246a, 244a. 

~ The Law School's claim of a compelling interest is further bolstered 
) , ':'? by its amici, who point to the educational benefits that flow from student 

tO if j1), } j/ Vt body diversity. In addition to the expert studies and reports entered into 
'fl . , ~ evidence at !Jial, numerous studies show that student body diversi!}' 

_L i-t9J'YI _promotes leamin8 outcomes, and "better prepares students for an . 
£91flV .,,-1) increasingly diverse workforce and society, and better prepares them as 
~ £~ n- I r1;1 -erofessionals." ~rieffor erican Educational R earch Association 
7 'Y J ~?/ / et ii. as Amici Curiae 3; , e.g . ., W . Bowen & ok, The Shape of 
I() y 'cf:il._ the River (1998); Div ity Challenged: Evid on the Impact of 
y ) Affirmative Action . Orfield & M. Kurla <ler eds. 200 I); Compelling 

Inter~ Exarni · g the Evidence on Rae. Dynamics in Cotfeges and 

' 

Universities . Chang, D. Witt, J. Jon s, & K . Hakuta eds. 2003). 

(!hese benefits are not theoretical but real, as major American 
businesses have made clear that the skills needed in today's increasingly 
global marketplace can only be developed through exposure to widely 
diverse people, cultures, ideas, and viewpoints. Brief for 3M et al. u 
Amici Curiae 5; Brief for General Motors Corp. as Amicus Curiae 3-4. 
Whails more, high-ranking retired officers and civilian leaders of the 
United States military assert that, "[b ]ased on [their] decades of 
experience," a "highly qualified, racially diverse officer corps ... is 
essential to the military's ability to fulfill its principle mission to provide 
national security." Brief for Julius W. Becton, Jr. et al. as Amici Curiae 
27. The primary sources for the Nation's officer corps are the service 
academies and the Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC), the latter 
comprising 11udents already admitted to participating colleges and 
univeraities. /d., at S. At present, "the military cannot achieve an officer 
corps that i1 bolh highly qualified and racially diverse unless the service 
academies and the ROTC yeat limitCKI ra~ous recruitins and 
ldmil~jl!UalP.. • Ibid (cmpbai1 in orisiftal). To fulfill its misai~, 
1& iiiilirmy •must be selective in admisaions for training and education 
for tbe ollcer COipi, anti it must train and educate a highly qualified, 
111d1I" ci¥llll aflic.- corpa in a racially divene lelting. • Id., at 29 
(empbalit ia millml). We.,,_ that •[i]t requires ODly a small step 

_ .. ,..,_...US.tvol..cJOOltinvol=-02-241atiien... 7130/2003 
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from this analysis to conclude that our country's other most selective 
institutions must remain both diverse and selective" Ibid. 

We have repeatedly acknowledged the overriding importance of 
preparing students for work and citizenship, describing education as 
pivotal to "sustaining our political and cultural heritage" with a 
fundamental role in maintaining the fabric of society. Plyler v . Doe, 

{1982). This Court has long recognized that "education .. 
is the very foundation of good citizenship." Brown v. Board of 
&lucation, (1954). For thi1 reason., the diffusion of 
knowledge and opportunity through public institutions of higher 
education must be accessible to all individuals regardless of race or 
ethnicity. The United States., as amicus curiae, affirms that "(e]nauring 
that public institutions are open and available to all segments of 
American society, including people of all races and ethnicities, 
represents a paramount government objective." Brief for United States 
as Amicus Curiae 13. And, " [ n ]owhere is the importance of such 
openness more acute than in the context of higher education." Ibid. 
Effective participation by members of all racial and ethnic groups in the 
civic life of our Nation is essential if the dream of one Nation, 
indivisible, is to be realized. 

Moreover, universities, and in particular, law schools, represent the 
· ning ground for a large number of our Nation's leaders. Sweatt v. 

ainter, (1950) (describing law school as a "proving 
d for legal learning and practice"). Individuals with law degrees 

~-upy roughly f mors · s, mor~1b•n half the seats in 

~ p 

· e and more than a third Of the s~ts in the United 
t fR r tatives. See Brief for Association of Americaii 

Law Schools as Amicus Curiae 5-6. The pattern is even more striking 
when it comes to highly selective law schools. A handful of these 
schools accounts f2'" 25_ofthe 100 United St1tes Senators, 74 United 
States f A · s an than 600 

~ 
(/), In order to cultivate a set of leaders with legitimacy in the eyes of the 

nited States District Court judges. Id., at 6. 

V' citizenry, it is necessary that the path to leadership be visibly open to 
At~ / ~ented and qualified individuals of every race and ethnicity. All 

('~' d members of our heterogeneous society must have confidence in the 
V v openness and in "ty of the educational institutions that provide this 

\ 
"'' ttrainins. Al e recognized, law schoo!J.!!diihot be etf-e in 

J 11 isolation. the individuals and instiSudOns with whiclr1be law 
in . " See a-eott v. Painter, sapra, at 634. Access to lepl 
education (and thus the lepl profeuion) must be inclusive of talented 
and qualified individuals of every race and ethnicity, so that all members 
m aur MM1p'mua IOCiety may partiapate in the educational 
iDldtuliw 611 fllJVide the trainina and education necessary to 111ccad 
ioAwia 
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B 
Even in the limited circumstance when drawing racial distinctions is 

pennissible to further a compelling state interest, government is still 
"constrained in how it may pursue that end: [T]he means chosen to 
accomplish the [government's] asserted purpose must be specifically and 
narrowly framed to accomplish that~e." Shaw y. Hunt. 

(1996) (internal quotation marks and 'citation omitted). The 
purpose of the narrow tailoring requirement is to ensure that :the !!leaDS 

chosen 'fit' ... th e com ellin oal so closet that there is little or no' 
pos~ilitY th!! the motive for the classification was 1 egittm 
prejudice or stereotype." Richmond v. J. A. Croson Co., 

(plurality opinion). 

Since Baklce, we have had no occasion to define the contours of the 
narrow-tailoring inquiry with respect to race-conscious university 
admissions programs. That inquiry must be calibrated to fit the distinct 
issues raised by the use of race to achieve student body diversity in 
public higher education. Contrary to Justice Kennedy's assertions, we do 
not "abandon[] strict scrutiny," see post, at 8 (dissenting opinion). 
Rather, u we have already explained, ante, at IS, we adhere to 
Adarands teaching that the very purpose of strict scrutiny is to take such 
" relevant differences into account." (internal quotation 
marks omitted). 

To be narrowly tailored, a race-conscious admissions program cannot 
me a quota system-it cannot "insulat[ e] each categoty of applicants 
witb .certain d11iNd qualifications from competition with all other 
applicanta. • Boffe, supra, at 3 lS (opinion of Powell, J.). Instead, a 
um.it, 111111 CDllli(er nM;OJJI' ethnicity only a~ in a particular 
applicutt ._. wi1haut •jmulat[iDI) the indivichiitft6iii comparilGll 

#'.:.:1a:.-;:::::~:r.;~:z= ... 
., . iDJisbt al tile pldicuf• qilaliticatiaal of 
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although not necessarily according them the same weight." Ibid 

We find that;tm!Law School's a9Jnissions program bears the 
hallmarks ofAflarrowly tailoi:ectjifan. . · ce Powell made clear in 
Bakke, tru~dividualized co · ration demands that race be used in a 
flexible;"fionmechanic ay. It follows from this mandate that 
universities cannot establish quotas for members of certain racial groups 
or put members of those groups on separate admissions tracks. See id., 
at 315-316. Nor can universities insulate applicanli who belong to 
certain racial or ethnic groups from the competition for admisaion. lbltl. 
Univeni · can. however, ~der nee or~ more ft~ u a 
•ptu • actor in the conteK< of individualized · derati~ each and 
__ .., applicant. Ibid. 

We are satisfied that the Law School's admissions progrmn, like the 
Harvard plan described by Justice Powell, does not operate as a quota. 
Properly understood, a "quota" is a program in which a certain fixed 
number or proportion of opportunities are "reserved exclusively for 
certain minority groups." Richmond v. J. A. Croson Co., supra, at 496 
(plurality opinion). Quotas" 'impose a fixed number or percentage 
which must be attained, or which cannot be exceeded,' " Sheet Metal 
Worhrs v. UOC, (1986) (O'Connor, J., concuning 
in part and dissenting in part), and "insulate the individual from 
comparison with all other candidates for the available seats." Baldr6, 
supra, at 317 (opinion of Powell, J. ). In contras~ "a permiuible goal ... 
require[s] a ood-faith effort ... to come within a range demarcated 
by the goal itse , " Sheet eta/ orkers v. UOC, supra, at 495, and 
permits consideration of race as a "plus" factor in any given case while 
still ensuring that each candidate "compete[s] with all other qualified 
applicants," Johnson v. Transportation Agency, Santa Clara Cty., 

(1987). 

Justice Powell's distinction between the medical school's rigid 16-aeat 
quota and Harvard's flexible use of race as a "plus• factor is instructive. 
Harvard certainly bad minimum goals for minority enrollment, even if it 
had no specific number firmly in mind. See Ba/ca, SllplU, at 323 
(opinion of Powell, J.) ("10 or 20 black students could not begin to bring 
to their dusmates and to each other the variety of points of view, 
backgro11nd1 and experiences of blacks in the United States"). What is 
more, Justice Powell flatly rejected the argument that Harvanl's prasram 
wu "the fbnctioaal equivalmt of a quota• merely because it bad aome 
" 'plua' " for race, or gave greater "weight• to race than to some other 
tidarl. in arder to adlieve student body diversity. -311. 

i.J .. t t ( ·': '' 
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School's admissions policy "is flexible enough to consider all pertinent 
elements of diversity in light of the particular qualifications of each 
applicant, and to place them on the same footing for consideration, 
although not necessarily according them the same weight." Baka, 
supra, at 317 (opinion of Powell, J.). 

We also find that, like the Hatvard plan Justice Powell referenced in 
Bakke, the Law School's race-conscious admissions program adequately 
ensures that all factors that may contribute to student body diversity are 
meaningfully considered alongside race in admissions decisions. With 
respect to the use of race itself, all underrepresented minority students 
admitted by the Law School have been deemed qualified. By virtue of 
our Nation's struggle with racial inequality, such students are both likdy 
to have experiences of particular importance to the Law School's 
mission, and less likely to be admitted in meaningful numbers on criteria 
that ignore those experiences. See App. 120. 

The Law School does not, howev · it in any way road range 
of qualities and experiences that be considered v able 
contributions to student body · ersity. To the cont , the 1992 policy 
makes clear "[t]here are y possible bases for versity admissions," 
and provides exam pl f admittees who hav 1ved or traveled widely 
abroad, are fluen · several languages, hav overcome personal 
adversity an ily hardship, have exc ·anal records of extensive 
commu · service, and have had successful careers in other fields. Id, 
at 118-119. The Law School seriously considers each "applicant's 
promise of making a notable contribution to the class by way of a 
particular strength, attainment, r characteristic-e.g., an unusual 
intellectual achievement, e oyment experience, nonacademic 
performance, or person ackground." Id, at 83-84. I applicants have 
the opportunity to hi ight their own potential di ity contributions 
through the sub · sion of a personal statemen etters of 
recommen · , and an essay describing ways in which the 
appli II contribute to the life and versity of the Law School. 

What is more, the Law School actually gives substantial weight to 
diversity factors besides race. The Law School frequently accepts 
nonminority applicants with grades and test scores lower than 
underrepresented minority applicants (and other nonminority applicants) 
who are rejected. See Brief for Respondents Bollinser et al. 10; App. 
121-122. Thia shows that the Law School seriously weishs many other 
divenity factors beaidel race that can make a real and dispoaitive 
difference for nmminority applicants u well. By this tlaible approldl, 
the Law School IUftiaently takm into account, in pmaice u well u in 
theory, a wide variety m dmw:teriltica belides race and edmiq lbat 
contribueetoa diva• •dmt body. JulJol K_..., ..,,....,.. tbU 
" . ........... . . ...... .. -.-~ . .... 
race••~ °'*«Bedlt8•111·-aua..., me..,....-IDINI::; 

groupa•no• 1111 • · .....,...,at s-..~-
graclea. Patt,• I ~ .. · .. ~:, .. t,._.._ •~'•Ml.,.ill•r• 
H .... 
indQlllfl. 
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on Title VI and 42 U.S. C. §1981 also fail. See lltJiR, 811pr'a, at 217 
(opinion of Powell, J.) ("Tide VI ... proscribe[s] only those racial 
clauifications that would violate the F.qual Protection Cl1111e or the 
Fifth Amendment"); General Building Contracton A.an., Inc. v. 
Pennsylvania, ( 1982) (the prohibition lpinst 
discrimination in §1981 is co-extensive with the F.qual Protection 
Clause). The judgment of the Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit, 
accordingly, is affinned. 

Pap25~69 

It is so ordered. 

BARBARA GRUTTER, 
PETITIONER v. LEE 

BOLLINGER et al. 
on writ of certiorari to the united states court of 

appeals for the sixth circuit 

[June 23, 2003] 

Justice Ginsburg, with whom Justice Breyer joins, concurring. 

The Court's observation that race-conscious programs "must have a 
logical end point," ante, at 29, accords with the international 
understanding of the office of affinnative action. The International 
Convention on the Elimination of All Fonns of Racial Discrimination, 
ratified by the United States in 1994, see State Dept., Treaties in Force 
422-423 (June 1996), endorses "special and concrete measures to ensure 
the adequate development and protection of certain racial groups or 
individuals belonging to them, for the purpose of guaranteeing them the 
full and equal enjoyment of human rights and fundamental freedoms." 
Annex to G. A. Res. 2106, 20 U. N. GAOR Res. Supp. (No. 14) 47, 
U. N. Doc. A/6014, Art. 2(2) (1965). But such measures, the Convention 
instructs, •shall in no cue entail as a consequence the maintenance of 
unequal or lep8rate rights for different racial groups after the objectives 
for which they were taken have been achieved." Ibid; see also Art. I ( 4) 
(similuly providing for temporally limited affirmative action); 
Conventiaa on tbe PJimination of All Forms ofDisaimination against 
Wo111m. Anm toG. A. llel. 341180, 34 U. N. GAORRes. Supp. (No. 
46) "'-u. . n. A1J4146, Alt. 4(1) (1979) (IUtborinna "1elnpcnry 

eJaw lp.findlaw 
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School, too, concedes that all "race-conscious programs must have 
reasonable durational limits." Brief for Respondents Bollinger et al. 32. 

In the context of higher education, the durational requirement can be 
met by sunset provisions in race-conscious admissions policies and 
periodic reviews to determine whether racial preferences are still 
necessary to achieve student body diversity. Universities in California, 
Florida, and Washington State, where racial preferences in admissions 
are prohibited by state law, are currently engaged in experimenting with 
a wide variety of alternative approaches. Universities in other States can 
and should draw on the most promising aspects of these race-neutral 
alternatives as they develop. Cf. United States v. Lopez, 

(1995) (Kennedy, J., concurring) ("[T]he States may perform their 
role as laboratories for experimentation to devise various solutions 
where the best solution is far from clear"). 

The requirement that all race-conscious admissions programs have a 
termination point "assure[s] all citizens that the deviation from the norm 
of equal treatment of all racial and ethnic groups is a temporary matter, a 
measure taken in the service of the goal of equality itself." Richmondv. 
J. A. Croson Co., (plurality opinion); see also 
Nathanson & Bartnik, The Constitutionality of Preferential Treatment 
for Minority Applicants to Professional Schools, 58 Chicago Bar Rec. 
282, 293 (May-June 1977) ("It would be a sad day indeed, were America 
to become a quota-ridden society, with each identifiable minority 
assigned proportional representation in every desirable walk of life. But 
that is not the rationale for programs of preferential treatment; the acid 
test of their justification will be their efficacy in eliminating the need for 
any racial or ethnic preferences at all"). 

We take the Law School at its word that it would "like nothing better 
than to find a race-neutral admissions formula" and will terminate its 
race-conscious admissions program as soon as practicable. See Brief for 
Respondents Bollinger et al . 34; Bakke, supra, at 317-318 (opinion of 
Powell, J.) (presuming good faith of university officials in the absence 
of a showing to the contrary). It has been 25 years since Justice Powell 
first approved the use of race to further an interest in student body 
diversity in the context of public higher education. Since that time, the 
number of minority applicants with high grades and test scores has 

n indeed increased. See Tr. of Oral Arg. 43. Vf_.e e!E~qt that 25 years from 
ffe no""., the use of racial preferences will no longer be necessary to further 

the interest approved today. 

IV 
In summary, the Equal Protection Clause does not prohibit the Law 

School's narrowly tailored use of race in admissions decisions to further 
J a compelling interest in obtaining the educational benefits that _flow from 
~ a diverse student body. Consequently, petitioner's statutory chums based 

w://easelaw.lp.findlaw.com/scripts/getcase. pl?court=US&vol=OOO&invo1=02-24 l&frien.. . 7 /30/2003 
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(" 'When the Committee on Admissions reviews the tarp midcDe 
group of appliQDta who are •ac1mi11ible" and deemed capable of doina 
good work in their counes, the race of an applicant may tip the balance 
in his favm' "). 

Petitioner and the United States argue that the Law School's plan is 
not narrowly tailored because race-neutral means exist to obtain the 
educational benefits of student body divenity that the Law School seeks. 
We disagree. Narrow tailoring does not require exhaustion of every 
conceivable race-neutral alternative. Nor does it require a university to 
choose between maintaining a reputation for excellence or fulfilling a 
commitment to provide educational opportunities to members of all 
racial groups. See Wygant v. Jackson Bd of &I., , n. 6 
(I 986) (alternatives must serve the interest " 'about u well' "); Richmond 
v. J. A. Croson Co., 
510 (plurality opinion) (city had a "whole array of race-neutral" 
alternatives because changing requirements "would have [had] little 
detrimental effect on the city's interests"). Narrow tailoring does, 
however, require serious, good faith consideration of workable race
neutral alternatives that will achieve the diversity the university seeks. 

I See id, at 507 (set-aside plan not narrowly tailored where "there does 
not appear to have been any consideration of the use of race-neutral 
means"); Wygantv. JacksonBd o/Ed, supra, at 280, n. 6 (narrow 
tailoring "require[s] consideration" of "lawful alternative and less 
restrictive means"). 

We agree with the Court of Appeals that the Law School sufficiently 
considered workable race-neutral alternatives. The District Court took 
the Law School to task for failing to consider race-neutral alternatives 

I~ such 8'."usinu lob estcmi' or ~ecreasing the emphasis for all 
fl appljgt~~ lJ!lJieryaduate GPA anaLSAT~." App. to Pet. for 

Cert. 251 a. But these alternatives would require a dramatic sacrifice of 
diversity, the academic quality of all admitted students, or both. 

The Law School's current admissions program considers race as one 
factor among many, in an effort to assemble a student body that is 

--rr...._di_v.erse in ways broader than race. Because a lottery would make that 
kind of nuanced judgment impossible, it would effectively sacrifice all 
o er educational values, not to mention every other kind of diversity. 
So too with the sugestion that the Law School simply lower admissions 
standards for all students, a drastic remedy that would require the Law 
School to become a much different institution and sacrifice a vital 
companmt m its educational mission. United States advocates 
"percmtage pl1111, • dy y public undefll'Bduate 
insti1Utima in Ti Florida, ifomia to guarantee admiasion to 
all s certain -rank d in every hish IChool in 
the United States as Curiae 14-18. The United 
Stat• ,....,.,.., · aw such plw could wort for 
grad W. • fl• · mll . More-over, even ummins llldl plans 
are .., pmrJiw die univcnity from QOllductins the 
indi"'eJ111'itttd we•ll)' to usable a madmt body that ia 

II selaw.lp findlaw. 
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not just raciaUy diverse, but diverse along all the qualities valued by the 
university. We are satisfied that the Law School adequately considered 

I 
race-neutral alternatives currently capable of producing a critical mass 
without forcing the Law School to abandon the academic selectivity that 
is the cornerstone of its educational mission. 

A We acknowledge that "there are serious pfoblems of justice 
connected with the idea of preference itself." Bakke, 
(opinion of Powell, J.). Narrow tailoring, therefore, requires that a race
conscious admissions program not unduly hann members of any racial 
group. Even remedial race-based governmental action generally 
"remains subject to continuing oversight to assure that it will work the 
least hann possible to other innocent persons competing for the benefit." 
Id., at 308. To be narrowly tailored, a race-conscious admissions 
program must not "unduly burden individuals who are not members of 
the favored racial and ethnic groups." Metro Broadcasting, Inc. v. FCC, 

(1990) (O'Connor, J., dissenting). 

We are satisfied that the Law School's admissions program does not. 
Because the Law School considers "all pertinent elements of diversity," 
it can (and does) select nonminority applicants who have greater 
potential to enhance student body diversity over underrepresented 
minority applicants. See Bakke, supra, at 317 (opinion of Powell, J.). As 
Justice Powell recognized in Bakke, so long as a race-conscious 
admissions program uses race as a "plus" factor in the context of 
individualized consideration, a rejected applicant 

"will not have been eclosed from all consideration for 
that seat simply b ause he was not the Jight color or had 
the wrong su e .... His qualificati_pns would have been 
weighed ti · y and competitively, ,.td he would have no 
basis t om plain of unequal tre,..6nent under the Fourteenth 
.... - ... dment." 

We agree that, in the context of its individualized inquiry into the 
possible diversity contributions of all applicants, the Law School's race
comcious admissions program does not unduly harm nonminority 
applicants. 
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11/\ I ~ ~ j /Y ~ C_,-
1\ 1 L _., ~ 7,/J,_---= Court furtb•observel that "[i]t bu been 2S years lince Justice 
..J l..vr1 r Powel [in &genaof Univ. of Cal. v. Baldt6, (1978)] first 

· approved the u1e of nee to further an interest in student body divenity 
in the context of public higher education." Ante, at 31. For at leut part 
of that time, however, the law could not fairly be described u "settled," 
and in some regions of the Nation, overtly race-conscious admissions 
policies have been proscribed. See Hopwoodv. Tems F. 3d 932 
(CAS 1996); cf. We v. Gittens, 160 F. 3d 7 CAI 1998); Tuttle 
v. Arlington Cty. I Bd., 195 F. 3d 698 (C 1999); Johnson v. 
Board of Re of Univ. o/Ga., 263 F. 3d 4 (CAI I 2001). 
Moreover, it was only 25 yean before BaJcU that this Coun declared 
public school segregation unconstitutional, a declaration that, after 

/ prolonged resistance, yielded an end to a law-C!flforced racial caste 
sys!_!;m~ itself the legacy of centuries_ofslave(Y. See Brown v. Board of 
&iucation, (1954); cf. Cooper v. Aaron, 

-~1958). 

It is well documented that conscious and unconscious race bias, even 
rank discrimination based on race, remain alive in our land, impeding 
~ealization of our highest values and ideals. See, e.g., Gratz v. Bollinger, --ante, at 1-4 (Ginsburg, J., dissenting); Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. 
Pe1ia, (1995) (Ginsburg, J., dissenting); Krieger, 

......_ ....... · ... .,ii Ri t oika: Intergroup Relations after Affirmative Action, 
86 C 1 . L. Rev. 1251, 1276-1291, 1303 (1998). As to public education, 
data for the years 2000-2001 show that 71.6% of African-American 
children and 76.3% of Hispanic children attended a school in which 
minorities made up a majority of the student body. See E. Frankenberg, 
C. Lee, & G. Orfielcl, Multiracial · with Segregated School : 

,e We L sin the lli ? . 4 an. 2003 

harvard.edu research I reseg03/ AreWeLosingtheDream.pdf (as visited 
ne 16, 2003, and available in Clerk of Court's case file). And schools 

in predominantly minority communities lag far behind others measured 
by the educational resources available to them. See id, at 11; Brief for 
National Urban League et al. as Amici Curiae 11-12 (citing General 
Accounting Office, Per-Pupil Spending Differences Between Selected 
Inner City uid Suburban Schools Varied by Metropolitan Area, 17 
(2002)). 

However strong the public's desire for improved education systems 
may be, see P. Han & R. Teeter, A National Priority: Americans Speak 
on Teacher Quality 2, 11 (2002) (public opinion research conducted for 
Educational Testing Service); The No Child Left Behind Act of2001, 
Pub. L. 107-110, I IS Stat. 1425 I 20 U. s. c. A. §7231 (2003 Supp. 
Pamphlet). it nmaiaa the currmt reality that many minority students 
enco..,.. IUlbdly inadequate and unequal educational opportunitim. 
Desm. tlltzr ineqlaaliti.cs, me minority 11Udent1 1re able to meet the 
high ltift .._....,__.let for tdmiuion to the country's finelt 
und W pdtaataecklcatioul iutitutiom. Al lower IChool 
educ ·a.~ an increlle in the number 
of s ., .. mdcipltecl. Fmm today's vaatase point, one 

Jaw tp.findlaw. ~laftitn... 7/30/20t1J 
httP //case 
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I may hope, but not firmly forecast, that over the next generation's span, 
progress toward nondilClimination and genuinely equal opportunity will 

make it safe to ~set aftinnative ~.-.2.!1:. • ~ 

BARBARA GRUTTER, 
PETITIONER v. LEE 

BOLLINGER et al. 
on writ of certiorari to the united states court of 

appeals for the sixth circuit 

[June 23, 2003] 

Chief Justice Rehnquist, with whom Justice Scalia, Justice Kennedy, 
and Justice Thomas join, dissenting. 

the Court that, "in the limite circumstance when 
drawin ial distinctions is permissible the government must ensure 
that · means are narrowly tailored t chieve a compelling state 
i . rest. Ante, at 21; see also Fullilove v. Klutznick, 
( 980) (Powell, J., concurring) ("[E]ven if the government proffers a 
ompelling interest to support reliance upon a suspect classification, the 
eans selected must be narrowly drawn to fulfill the governmental 

purpose"). I do not believe, however, that the University of Michigan 
Law School's (Law School) means are narrowly tailored to the interest it 
asserts. The Law School claims it must take the steps it does to achieve a 
"'critical mass'" of underrepresented minority students. Brief for 
Respondents Bollinger et al·~ I. Bu · s actual program- no relation 
to this goal. Stripped of· "gjtiql mM&." v · , the Law 
Sch program is revealed a naked effort t · 

~ b cing. 

7/'J0/20llJ 
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---determination that the burden he is asked to bear on that basis is 
precisely tailored to serve a compelling governmental interest"). 

Before the Court's decision today, we consistently applied the same 
strict scrutiny analysis regardless of the government's purported reason 
for using race and regardless of the setting in which race was being used. 
We rejected calis to use more lenient review in the face of claims that 
race was being used in "good faith" because" '[m]ore than good motives 
should be required when government seeks to allocate its resources by 

of an · · · ification . ' " Adarand, supra, at 226; 
Fullilove, supra, at 537 (Stevens, J., dissenting) ("Racial clusifications 
are simply too pernicious to permit any but the most exact connection 
between justification and~lassification"). We likewise rejected calls to 
appfy more lenient revieW1>8sedOD the particular setting in which race 
is being used. Indeed, even in the specific context of higher education, 
we emphasized that "constitutional limitations protecting individual 

.....__rights may not be disregarded." Bakke, supra, at 314. 
ZL4Z4' ~ 

/'Although the Court recites the language of our,.atrict SCQ!tiny 
(_analysis, its application of that review is unprecedented in its deference. 

Respondents' asserted justification for the Law School's use of race in 
the admissions process is "obtaining 'the educational benefits that flow 
from a diverse student body.'" Ante, at 15 (quoting Brief for 
Respondents Bollinger et al. i). They contend that a "critical mass" of 
underrepresented minorities is necessary to further that interest. Ante, at 
17. Respondents and school administrators explain generally that 
"critic " means a sufficient number of underrepresented minority 
students to achieve several objectives: To ensure that these minority 
students do not feel isolated or like spokespersons for their race; to 
provide adequate opportunities for the type of interaction upon which 
the educational benefits of diversity depend; and to challenge all 
students to think critically and reexamine stereotypes. See App. to Pet. 
for Cert. 21 la; Brief for Respondents Bollinger et al. 26. These 
objectives indicate that "critical mass" relates to the size of the student 
body. Id., at 5 (claiming that the Law School has enrolled "critical 
mass,• or "enough minority students to provide meaningful integration 
of its clusrooms and residence halls"). Respondents further claim that 

e Law School is achieving "crifk.el Blllf·" Id, at 4 (noting that the 
Law School's aoal• have been "greatly furthered by the presence of ... a 
' "lical mUI' of• minority students in the studmt body). 



the term "critical mus." 

From 199S through 2000, the Law School admitted between 1,130 
and 1,31 O students. Of those, between.13 agd 19 .. were Native American. 
between 91and108 were African-Americans, and between fl_lnd 56 
were Hispanic. Iftbe Law School is admitting between.JI and 108_ 
African-Americans in order to achieve "critical mus," thereby 
preventing African-American students from feeling "ilOlated or like 
spokespersons for their race," one would think that a number of the same 

f 
1 

1 
order of magnitude would be necessary to accomplish the same purpose 

i II" for Hispanics and Native Americans. Similarly, even if all of the Native 
.A ,J , American applicants admitted in a given year matriculate, which the 

/)Y -, -. record demonstrates is not at all the case, how can this possibly 
\ .11 .j/ifr constitute a "critical mass" of Native Americans in a class of over 350 

~1 l V'' - students? In order for this pattern of admission to be consistent with the 
f . r Law School's explanation of "critical mass," one would have to believe 
~ I 11 IJ that the objectives of "critical mass" offered by respondents are achieved 

C 
v I Ii. I with only half the number of Hispanics and one-sixth the number of 
... A~ 'I/ Native Americans as compared to African-Americans. But respondents r . offer no race-specific reasons for such disparities. Instead, they simply 

emphasize the importance of achieving "critical mass," without any 
explanation of why that concept is applied differently among the three 
underrepresented minority groups. 

These different numbers, moreover, come only as a result of 
substantially different treatment among the three underrepresented 
minority groups, as is apparent in an example offered by the Law School 
and highlighted by the Court: The school asserts that it "frequently 
accepts nonminority applicants with grades and test scores lower than 
underrepresented minority applicants (and other nonminority applicants) 
who are rejected." Ante, at 26 (citing Brief for Respondents Bollinger 
et al. IO). Specifically, the Law School states that "[s]ixty-nine minority 
applicants were rejected between 1995 and 2000 with at leut a 3.S 
[Grade Point Average (GPA)] and a [score of] 159 or higher on the [Law 
School Admissions Test (LSAT)]" while a number of Caucasian and 
Asian-American applicants with similar or lower scores were admitted. t Brief for Respondents Bollinger et al. Io. 

' · fN ~ Review of the record reveals only 67 such individuals. Ofthele 67 "'tiff ~ individuals, 56 were Hispanic, while only 6 were African-American, IDd tJ. only S were Native American. This discrepancy reflects a consistmt 
\ ,.; J _ }' practice. For example, in 2000, 12 Hispanics who sc:ored between a 159-
V \, 160 on the LSAT and earned a GPA of 3.00 or higher applied for 

v h.11 ldmiMion and only 2 were admitted. App. 200-201. Meanwhile, 12 
'\ ,.. Mrican-Americ:am in the mne ruse of qualifications applied for 

admillion and all 12 were admitted. Id., at 198. Likewise, tlm ume 
yw, 16HiapnicawholCORJd between a 151-153 on the LSAT 111&1 
--'a 3.00 or bisber applied for admiuion and only 1 of dime 
1pplit•ll w ldmiUld. Id., at 200-201. Twenty-three limillllJ 
cpwitied A.tlican-American• applied for admillion and 14 ... 
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admitted. Id, at 198. 

These statistics have a significant bearing on petitioner's case. 
Respondents have never offered any race-specific arguments explaining 
why significantly more individuals from one underrepresented minority 
lfOUP are needed in order to .chieve "critical mm" or t\.utber •Mlmt 
body diversity. They cedainly have not explained why Hilptlftice, whe 
they have said are among "the groups most ilOlated by racial bani., in 
our country," should have their admission capped out in tbi1 mmner. 
Brief for Respondents Boilings et al. SO. True, petitioner i1 neither 
Hispanic nor Native American. But the Law School's disparate 
admissions practices with respect to these minority groups demOl'lltllte 
that its alleged goal of "critical mus• is simply a sham. Petitioner may 
use these statistics to expose this sham, which is the buis for the Law 
School's admission of less qualified underrepresented minorities in 
preference to her. Surely strict scrutiny cannot peamit these sort of 
disparities without at least some explanation. 

Only when the "critical mass" label is discarded does a likely 
explanation for these numbers emerge. The Court states that the Law 
School's goal of attaining a "critical mass" of underrepresented minority 
students is not an interest in merely " 'assur[ing] within its student body 
some specified percentage of a particular group merely becauae of its 
race or ethnic origin.'" Ante, at 17 (quoting Bakke, 

inion of Powell, J.)). The Court recognizes that such an interest 
"would amount to outright racial balancing, which is patently 

.....-a-:o"""nstitutional." Ante, at 17. The Court conclud~ however, that the 
Law School's use of race in admissions, consistent with Justice Powell's 
opinion in Ba/cU, only pays " '[s]ome attention to numbers.' •Ante, at 23 
( uoting Ba/cU, supra, at 323). 

But the correlation between the percentage of the Law School's pool 
of applicants who are members of the three minority groups and the 
percentage of the admitted applicants who are members of these same 
groups is far too precise to be dismissed u merely the result of the 
school paying •me attention to [the] numbers." As the tables below 
show, f1om 1995 through 2000 the percentage of admitted appliC1Dts 
who were members of thae minority poups cloecly trlCked the 
percen1lp ol individuals in the school's applicant pool who were fiun 
the ...... FJUPI. 

TaW1l 
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admitted class was African-American. This correlation is striking. 
Respondents themselves emphasize that the number of underrepresented 
minority students admitted to the Law School would be significantly 
smaller if the race of each applicant were not considered. See App. to 
Pet. for Cert. 223a; Brief for Respondents Bollinger et al. 6 (quoting 
App. to Pet. for Cert. of Bollinger et al. 299a). But, as the examples 
above illustrate, the measure of the decrease would differ dramatically 
among the groups. The tight correlation between the percentage of 
applicants and admittees of a given race, therefore, must result from 
careful race based planning by the Law School. It suggests a formula for 
admission based on the aspirational assumption that all applicants are 
equally qualified academically, and therefore that the proportion of each 
group admitted should be the same as the proportion of that group in the 
applicant pool. See Brief for Respondents Bollinger et al. 43, n. 70 
(discussing admissions officers' use of "periodic reports" to track "the 
racial composition of the developing class"). 

Not only do respondents fail to explain this phenomenon, they 
attempt to obscure it. See id, at 32, n. 50 ("The Law School's minority 
enrollment percentages .. . diverged from the percentages in the applicant 
pool by as much as 17.7% from 1995-2000"). But the divergence 
between the percentages of underrepresented minorities in the applicant 
pool and in the enrolled classes is not the only relevant comparison. In 
fact, it may not be the most relevant comparison. The Law School 
cannot precisely control which of its admitted applicants decide to attend 
the university. But it can and, as the numbers demonstrate, clearly does 
employ racial preferences in extending offers of admission. Indeed, the 
ostensibly flexible nature of the Law School's admissions program that 
the Court finds appealing, see ante, at 24-26, appears to be, in practice, a 
carefully managed program designed to ensure proportionate 
representation of applicants from selected minority groups. 

I do not believe that the Constitution gives the Law School such free 
rein in the use of race. The Law School has offered no explanation for its 
actual admissions practices and, unexplained, we are bound to conclude 
that the Law School has managed its admissions program, not to achieve 
a "critical mass," but to extend offers of admission to members of 
selected minority groups in proportion to their statistical representation 
in the applicant pool. But this is precisely the type of racial balancing 
that the Court itself calls " entl · ~ i aj,." Ante, at 17. 

Finally, I believe that the Law School's program fails strict scrutiny 
because it is devoid of any reasonably precise time limit on the Law 
School's use of race in admissions. We have emphasized that we will 
consider "th<lJ>lal_!ned ~ratiorulf Jhe ;:fj?" jn det~~ whether~ 
race-conscious pro ram is constitution . ullili:Jve, 
(Powell, J. concurring ; see also 111te SiCiies v. Paradise, . p; (1987) ("In determining whether race-conscious remedies are 

<:i ~ . api;iropriate, we look to several factors'. including !h~ ... duration o~ 

\ .E!2&fams such~~ this oecause_ dt_scnffi1nat1Q~ ~ ~~s of_!~ 

httP://caselaw. Ip.tindlaw .com/scripts/getcase. pl? court=US&vol =00o&invol=02-24 I &frien ... 7/30/2003 
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invidious. 

The Court suggests a possib 5-year limitation on the Law School's 
current program. See ante 0. Respondents, on the er hand, remain 
more ambiguous, expl · 1ng that "the Law School course recognizes 
that race-conscious rograms must have reaso e durational limits, 
and the Sixth c· uit properly found such a · it in the Law Schoors 
resolve to e considering race when uine race-neutral lhmnlliYea 
become ailable." Brief for Respondmtl Bollinpr et al. 32. 1bele 
disaissions of a time limit are the .Yg!lest of !!!!Ul'!Ulm· In truth, they 
permit the Law School's use of racial preferences on a seeminsly 
permanent basis. Thus, an imetant ~of strict scrutiDY-'I* • 
program be limitea in time-is casually su verted. 

'-- - --
The Court, in an unprecedented display of deference under our strict 

scrutiny analysis, upholds the Law School's program despite its obvious 
flaws. We have said that when it comes to the use of race, the 
connection between the ends and the means used to attain them must be 
precise. But here the flaw is deeper than that; it is not merely a question 
of "fit" between ends and means. Here the means actually used are 
forbidden by the Equal Protection Clause of the Constitution. 

BARBARA GRUTTER, 
PETITIONER v. LEE 

BOLLINGER et al. 
on writ of certiorari to the united states court of 

appeals for the sixth circuit 

[June 23, 2003] 

Jutice Kennedy, dissenting. 
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not apply strict scrutiny. By trying to say othawise, it undenni1111 bolh 
the test and its own controlling precedents. 

Justice Powelrs approval of the use of race in university admiuiona 
reflected a tradition, grounded in the li_nt A~dment, of 
acknowledging a university's conception of its ediicational million. 
Bakke, supra, at 312-314; ante, at 16-17. Our ents ·c1ea bai1 
for the Court' ptance of a university's sidered · dgment that 
racial div ty among students can its edu onal tuk, when 
support by empirical evidence. An , at 17-19. 

It is unfortunate, however, that the Court takes the first part of Justice 
Powell's rule but abandons the second. Having approved the use of race 
as a factor in the admissions process, the majority proceeds to nullify the 
essential safeguard Justice Powell insisted upon as the precondition of 
the approval . .l!!e safegµard was rjgorousjudicial review, witb strirl 

tin e controllin standard. Bakke, supra, at 291 ("Racial and 
ethnic distinctions of any sort are inherently suspect and thus call for the 
most exacting judicial examination"). This Court has reaffirmed, 

~ 
subsequent to Bakke, the absolute necessity of strict scrutiny when the 

~ stat~. uses race as an operative category. Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. 
Pena, (1995) ("[A]ny person, of whatever race, has 
the right to demand that any governmental actor subject to the 
Constitution justify any racial classification subjecting that person to 
unequal treatment under the strictest judicial scrutiny"); Richmondv. J. 
A. Croson Co., (1989); see id, at 519 (Kennedy, 
., concurring in part and concurring in judgment) ("[A]ny racial 
reference must face the most rigorous scrutiny by the courts"). The 

Court confuses deference to a university's definition of its educational 
objective with deference to the implementation of this goal. In the 
context of university admissions the objective of racial diversity can be 
accepted based on empirical data known to us, but deference is not o be 
given with respect to the methods by whic it is pursued. Prefl t by 
race, when resorted by the State, can the most divisive of 
policies, containi within it the pot al to destroy confid in the 
Constitution an in the idea of equ · . The majority toda refuses to be 
faithful to th ettled principle of ·ct review designed reflect these 
concerns. 

The Court, in a review that is nothing short of perfunctory, accepts 
the University of Michigan Law School's auurances that its admissions 
proceu meets with constitutional requirements. The majority fails to 
con&uut the reality of bow the Law School's admissions poli~ is .. 
implmiented. The diuentina opinion by The Chief Justice, ~ch I J~ 
in ftd1, clemanm11m beyond question why the concept of cntical ma• 11 

a....._ u• by the Law School to muk ita attempt~ make nee an •••·ic flRar in IDOlt illltaCel and to achieve numencal aoal• 
...,. • ilWtle thm quotu. An adaieveAciaJ7 bal1nc:e-, 

• .. ....... to ia.by#Cciiitiiiff-
.. . .. Al*, It 17; .. allO lklMe, 
~ J.). 11,....;na tD pcilltaut---
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mass becomes inconsistent with individual consideration in some more 
specific aspects of the admissions process. 

About 80 to 85 percent of the places in the entering class are given to 
applicants in the upper range of Law School Admissions Test scores and 
grades. An applicant with these credentials likely will be admitted 
without consideration of race or ethnicity. With respect to the remaining 
1 S to 20 percent of the seats, rKC i1 likely outcome determinative for 
many members of minority sroupa. That is where the competition 
becomes tight and where any given applicant's chan~ of ldmillion is 
~ler if he or she lacks minority status. AtJIM point tbe numldi~ 

of critical mass has the real potentiaHC> compromi.1ndividual 
. ew. 

The Law School has not demonstrated how individual consideration 
i'7 or can be, preserved at this stage of the application process given the 
instruction to attain what it a,Jls cririatl mass. In fact the evidence shows 
otherwise. There was little deviation among admitted minority students 
during the years from 1995 to 1998. The percentage of enrolled 
minorities fluctuated only by 0.3%, from 13.5o/o to 13.S°/o. The number 
of minority students to whom offers were extended varied by just a 
slightly greater magnitude of 2.2%, from the high of 15.6°/o in 1995 to 

the low of 13.4% in 1998. 

nc Di~ct Court reli~ Q!!~S u~n~ted fact to dra~ 
~erence that the Law School's pursuit of critical miss mutated into the 
~valent ofa quota. 137 F. Supp. 2d 821, 851 (ED Mich. 2001). 

Admittedly, there were greater fluctuations among enrolled minorities in 
the preceding years, 1987-1994, by as much as 5 or 6%. The percentage 
of minority offers, however, at no point fell bel:'~storically 

1.--l~.ned by the Law School as the bottom of its · mus range. The 
ter variance during the earlier years, in any event, does not dispel 

suspicion that the school engaged in racial balancing. The data would be 
~-I~· stent with an inference that the Law School modified its target only 
twice, in 1991 (from 13% to 19°/e ), and then again in 1995 (back from 
209/e to 13%). The intelvening year, 1993, when the~ dropped 
to 14.5%, cauld be an aberration, caused by the school's miscalculation 
u io bow many applicants with offers would accept or by its 
tedefinition, made in April 1992, of which minority groups were entided 
to race-hued pttfenmce. See Brief for Respondents Bollinger et al. 49, 

n. 79. 

Year 

1917 
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minority students. The admissions program could have been structmed 
to eliminate at least some of the risk that the promise of individual 
evaluation was not being kept. The daily consideration of racial 
breakdown of admitted students is not a feature of affirmative-action 
programs used by other institutions of higher learning. The Little Ivy 
League colleges, for instance, do not keep ongoing tallies of racial or 
ethnic composition of their entering students. See Brief for Amherst 
College et al. as Amici Curiae 10. 

To be constitutional, a uQrt.rersity's compelling interest in a diVtne 
student body must be ac · ved by a system where indi · 1ue111D111t 
is safeguarded throug e entire process. There is n stitutional 
objection to the g f considering race as one est factor &llM1ftl 
many others to a 1eve diversity, but an edu onal institution -
ensure, throu sufficient procedures, tha ach applicant receivel 
individual c sideration and that race does not become a predmni...a 
factor int e admissions decisionmalcing._The Law School feilmltn~ 
co~ly_ with this re_guirement and by no means has it carri · 
to showOtherwise b~_e.sJ. of grlct scrunny__._ 
~ v 

r / vJ \ \ 0 ~ The CO!l!t's refusal to a~ly meaningful strict !'m!liDJ Bill W IQ ~ 
t4 ui ) ; t.J yO! _serious conseg11ences. By deferring to the law schools' choice~ 

J ,_eV minority admissions programs, the courts will lose the talen11 and 
/ f'l Pl ~ytesources of the faculties and administrators in devising new and &ils >' ·~ays to ensure individual consideration. Constant and rigorouajudidal 

I. 'f I c, review forces the law schoJ raCuttleSkiimdeltake their respomillililie 

4 
tA J state employees in this most sensitive of areas with utmCJlt tiddkJ to 

[)J r m Ji~ of the Constitution. Dean Allan Stillwason, wbodi..aed 
-the Law School's Office of Admissions from 1979 to 1990, explai.,.. 
the difficulties he encountered in defining racial groups entitled to 
benefit under the School's affirmative action policy. He tmlified daat 
faculty members were "breatbtaki__nalvcvi:i.::J• in decidi"8 • 
qualify as a member of :ii Ao .. ._,,. : 
offered was faculty debate as to whether Cub ~shc11ifiitll~d~-u;~ 
~s: One professor objected theanuada 

Republicans. Many academics law daola ........ ~· .. ,· 
action's !J)Ore forthright d~ readily 
merely,Ahe current ratio e of convmhDOI .......... •• 
to jystify on other da. • Sduaak~, p;::iijjijjii 

aQ(1 Future, 20 Yale L. & Pol'y 
---o-1-ve-rs~i-fy;2 U. Pa. J. Const. L. ~#_.~,• 

Affirmative Action, 107 Yale L 
suggest the faculty at~ 
aspirations they couicllr 
traditions. It is but 11111-.r:M 
real, not feigned, W.111• 
decisionm · 
demand that the 
constitutional ia 
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c-:;::- la J Y-f t }0 
fV\1'\"-t<. I t.frl- 1 admissi~ns programs will~ unn~ssary 25 yea~ from n~. Ante, at 
~ -~' ( ~ N Yt J 30-3 l. If it is intended to mitigate the damage the Court does to the 
t II" ~ ,,..i~ concept of strict scrutiny, neither petitioners nor other rejected law 
Af\• {vt T~ r ~ school applicants will find solace in knowing the basic protection put in 
v_ .r-rl . (j,) 
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place by Justice Powell will be suspended for a full quarter of a cenl!!!:Y. r,•1 ""?.' ~~ Deference is antithetical to strict 11C1Utiny, not eomilieiit Wtifiii:" .., 
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on writ of certiorari to the united states court or 
appeals for the 1istb circuit 

(June 23, 2003) 

Justice Scalia, with whom Justice Thomas joins, concuning in pan 
and dissenting in part. 

I join the opinion of The Chief Justice. As he demonstrates, the 
University of Michigan Law School's mystical "critiaal mass" 
justification for its discrimination by race challenges even the most 

lible mi d. The admissions statistics show it to be a sham to cover a 
sc eme of racially proportionate admissions. 

I also join Parts I through VII of Justice Thomas's opinion. I find 
particularly unanswerable his central point: that the allegedly 
"compelling state interest" at issue here is not the incremental 
"educational benefit" that emanates from the fabled "~ of 
~ts, but rather Michigan's interest i~ maintaining a 

"prestige" law school whose nonnal admissions standards 
disproportionately exclude blacks and other minorities. If that is a 
compelling state interest, everything is. 

I add the following: The "educational benefit" that the University of 
Michigan seeks to achieve by racial discrimination consists, according to 
the Court, of "~cross-racial understandi~' " ante, at 18, and " 'better 
prepar(ation of] students for an increasingly diverse workforce and 
society,' " ibid., all of which is necessary not only for work, but also for 
good "citizenship," ante, at 19. This is no~ of course, an "educational 
benefit" on which students will be graded on their Law School transcript 
(Works and Plays Well with Others: B+) or tested by the bar examiners 
(Q: Descnl>e in SOO words or less your cross-racial understanding). For 
it is a lesson of life rather than law-essentially the same lessoo taught to 
(or rather learned by, for it cannot be "taught" in the usual sense) people 
three feet shorter and twenty years younger than the full-grown adults at 
the University of Michigan Law School, in institutions ranging from 
Boy Scout tRJopa to public-school kinderprtms. If properly considered 
ID •eclucltional benefit" at all, it is surely not one that is either uniquely 
mevant to law IChool or uniquely "teachable" in a formal educati~ 
.aina And a.rejan: If it is appropriate fer the University of Micbipn 
Law Sdlao1 to u. racial diacrimination for the pmpme of putting 
tqtlb• a • • that will convey gr.aerie lasoa• in 
....... ---lllfllyit ii 80 ... appaapria&e-
indr•~ · dlo ciWI ..-vic;e .,...,. mdae Stltl 

.tao. dll• •pm•I ta •ai1i91 m•••• fl ................... ., .• 
-~=:--; ... ::--! .... 
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citizenship to their adult employees through a patriotic, all-American 
system of racial discrimination in hiring. The nonminority individuals 
who are deprived of a legal education, a civil service job, or any job at 

. .----- by reason of their skin color will surely understand. 

Unlike a clear constitutional holding that racial preferences in state 
educational institutions are impermissible, or even a clear 
anticonstitutional holding that racial preferences in state educational 
institutions are OK, today's Grutter-Gratz split double header seems 
pervenely designed to prolong the controveny and the litigation. Some 
future lawsuits will presumably focus on whether the discriminatory 
scheme in question contains enough evaluation of the applicant "as an 
individual," ante, at 24, and sufficiently avoids "separate admissions 
tracks" ante, at 22, to fall under Grotter rather than Gratz. Some will 
focus on whether a university has gone beyond the bounds of a" :&ood. 

_ faith etfElt'" and has so zealously pursued its "critical mass" as to make 
it an unconstitutional de facto quota system, !i@_eJ than ~.!&.. 
~rmiss.ible.B<aj.' "Ante, at 23 (quoting Sheet Metal Workers v. EEOC, 

;495 (1986) (O'Connor, J., concurring in part and 
dissenting in part)). Other lawsuits may focus on whether, in the 
particular setting at issue, any educational benefits flow from racial 
diversity. (That issue was not contested in Grotter; and while the 
opinion accords "a degree of deference to a university's academic 
decisions," ante, at 16, "deference does not imply abandonment or 
abdication of judicial review," ~.._C!lf!rJ!.f}... 
(2003).) Still other suits may challenge the bona fides of the institution's 

~ssed commitment to the educational benefits of diversity that 
~the discriminatory scheme in Grutter. (Tempting targ~ one 

would suppose, will be those universities that talk the talk of 
multicul~ralism~.@l~sfun _ e courts _ ut w~k th~ w~ 

_ tribalism ~ se~.Bati,Q_n on thei! camP\iSes-tliioogn minority-
-~ <lrgani~tiJID..S.. separate minori~ n0usin_g__QJ>JlQl1Wlilies, =te minori~ student centell., even separate minoritr..gnly 
~~ceremonies.) And still other suits may claim that the 

• institution's racial preferences have gone below or above the mystical ,..1 o1'. !$ 
--........... ~~":.:::e::.:..r....=-,...proved "critical rn_ass." Finally, litigation can ®- · - . J;-e .j 

behalf of minori - S inten\ion Ort C an ed in the insti~_Q!!j J lJA.lt' r 

composition o its generic minority "critical mus." I o not / tY ~i-
forward to any of these cases. The Constitutioo pfoscribes government ~ c 
diacrimination on the buis of race, and state-provided education is no 
exception. 
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on writ of certiorari to the united states court of 
appeals for the sixth circuit 

[June 23, 2003] 

Justice Thomas, with whom Justice Scalia joins as to Parts I-VII, 
concurring in part and dissenting in part. 

Frederick Douglass, speaking to a group of abolitionists almost 140 
years ago, delivered a message lost on today's majority: 

( 
"[l]n regard to the colored people, there is always more that 
is benevolent, I perceive, than just, manifested towards us. 

• What I ask for the negro is not benevolence, not pity, not 
~mpathy, but simply justice. The American people have 

always been anxious to know what they shall do with us ... . 
I have had but one answer from the beginning. ~ing 
~th us! Your doing with us has already played the mischief 
wifu uS. Do nothing with us! If the apples will not remain 
on the tree of their own strength, if they are worm-eaten at 
the core, if they are early ripe and disposed to fall, let them 
fall! .. . And if the negro c~not stand on his own legs>let 
him fall also. All I ~k ~ give him a chance to stand on hls 
own legs! Lethim alone! .. . [Y]our interference is doing 
him positive injury." What the Black Man Wants: An --Address Delivered in Boston, Massachusetts, on~ _@uazy 
1865, reprinted in 4 The Frederick Douglass Papers 59, 68 
(J. Blassingame & J. McKivigan eds. 1991) (emphasis in 
original). 

Like Douglass, I believe blacks can achieve in every avenue of 
American life without the meddling of university administrators. 
Because I wish to see all students succeed whatever their color, I share, 
in some respect, the sympathies of those who sponsor the type of 
discrimination advanced by the University of Michigan Law School 
(Law School). The Constitution does not, however, tolerate institutional 
devotion to the status quo in admissions policies when such .. d~otion. 

___tine~ into racial discrimination. Nor does the Constitution countenance 
the unprecedented deference the Court gives to the Law School, an 
approach inconsistent with the very concept of "sttjct scruti.PL 

No one would argue that a university could set up a lower general 
admission standard and then impose heightened requirements only on 
black applicants. Similarly, a university may not maintain a high 
admission standard and grant exemptions to favored races. The Law 
School, of its own choosing, and for its own purposes, mai~tains an 
exclusionary admissions system that it knows produces ractally 
disproportionate results. Racial discrimination is not a permissible 

.,,,,:1/-aw.Jp.tindlaw.com/scripts/getcase. pl?court=US&vol=OOo&invol=02-24 l&frien... 7/30/2003 
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solution to the self:!_ntli~owds oftbis_ditist 1dmi1sioo1 poli~ 

The majority upholds the Law School's racial discrimination not by 
interpreting the people's Constitution, but by responding to a faddish 
slogan of the cognoscenti. Nevertheless, I conair in part in the Court's 
opinion. Pint, I with the Court insofar II ita decili~ wbicb ... 
.,.......,...ea one naal cluai cation, COilfinna that further me at 
race in admissions remains a . ~~]QI!! with)li! ~ .. 
ol · raci acnminatlon injlia!!_a'~tion~J,Sicg_will ~ 

r;ill in 25 ears. ante, at 31 (stating that racial discrimination wi11 
o longer be narr y tailored, or "necessary to further• a compelling 

state interest, in 2S yws). I re1pectfully dissent from the remainder of 
the Court's opinion and the judgment, however, because I believe that 
the Law School's current use of race violates the Equal Protection 

fC-lause and that the Constitution means the same thing today as it will in 
J_]_OO months. 

I 
The majority agrees that the Law School's racial discrimination 

should be subjected to strict scrutiny. Ante, 
at 14. Before applying that standard to this case, I 
will briefly revisit the Court's treatment of racial 
classifications. 

The strict scrutiny standard that the Court purports to apply in this 
cue wu first enunciated in Korematsu v. United States'-. -
(1944). There the Court held that "(p]ressinapublic n~~ 
sometiriles "ustify the existence of [racial ~~i~~ racial ~ 
an onism never can." Id, at 2 . ·s standard of "pressing public _ 
necea•ty ~~~fly hfM iin!_ed "comJClli!ls goveomiental _ -interest," see, e.g., Regents of Univ. of Cal. v. ~. 

1978) (opinion of Powell, J. ). A majority of the Court bu validatM 
only two circwmtances where "pressing public necessi.tY.: or a 
·~liga.ge 8l!ilf cari pouibly justify racial disaimination by 
'itate aelln. Fint. the leuon of Kon"""811 i1 tbatJlatiAH! sera•ritt ..., 
qp!i1Utel a "aligg pablicmwsitJ'. thoush the government'• \lie of 

- nu to iilY..-1bat objective mull be _lll110Wl! tailor!,Cl~ Second. ~ 
CClllt-~-·~ltaleintenllt•~ -:t:<=tJ;;ML=atitii~v.J." 

• (1989). 
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that a racially "diverse" faculty would improve the education of an 
students. See BrieffQr Respond.enUi, 0. T. 1984, No. 84-1340, pp. 27-
28; 476 U. S., at 315 (Stevens, J., dissenting) ("[A]n integrated faculty 
will be able to provide benefits to the student body that could not be 
provided by an all-white, or nearly all-white faculty"). Nevertheless, the 

ourt found that the use of race violated the Equal Protection Clause, 
deeming both asserted state interests insuffic~ £9ffi..l>,tlling. Id., at 
275-276 (pluralityEinion); id., at 295 ~,Hite, J., con:eurring in 
judgment) ("None the interests asserted by the [school board] ... 

justify this racial y discriminatory layoff policy"). 

An even greater governmental interest involves the sensitive role of 
courts in child custody determinations. In Palmore v. Sidoti, 

(1984), the Court held that even the best interests of a child did not 
constitute a compelling state interest that would allow a state court to 
award custody to the father because the mother was in a mixed-race 

_..!!!~!!iag(l. Id, at 433 (finding the !nJerest "substantial" but holding th°e 
custody decision could not be based on the race of the mother's new 

husband). 

Finally, the Court has rejected an inter,est in remedying general 
societal discrimination as a justification for race discrimination. See 

- -, yga11t, supra, at 276 (plurality opinion); Croso11, -498 
(plurality opinion); id., at 520-521 (Scalia, J., concurring in judgment). 
"SQcieta.Ldi!.~rimina!i_on, ~i!!!._~ _!!10~~ too amolJ?hous a basis for 
p~in~racial!Y_ classi.fi ~d re_m~~y" b~al!se a "com:t_ could !!(lhol<!.__ 
medies that are ageless in their reach into the past, and timelessjn thei..I. 
lliti to affect the future." w,Yga11t, supra, at 276-(piurality opinion). 

But see Gratz v. Bollinger, ante, p. _(Ginsburg, J., dissenting). 

Where the Court has accepted onlY.Jlationat~urity, and rejected 
even the best interests of a child, as a justification for racial 
discrimination, I conclude t~ only those measure~e State must take 
to provide a bulwark agains~archy, or to preven~olence, will 
constitut,e a "pressin_g public ne~ssjty . " C~-~LJf~, 

yt.) ) f '\' .J ( 1968) (per curiam) (Black, J., concurring) (indicating 
\'VJ c.. {) !JI "diat protectin~ pri.soners from violence might justify narrowly ta!lo~ 

\ ~ (; ~ rac s mmation); Croso11, supra, at 521 (Scalia, J., concumng m 
J ·" ./} t 1 "( • jud nt) ("At least where state or local action is at issue, only a social 

/ f'V' //) J, - emergency rising to the level of imminent danger to life and limb ... can 

;r ,11- ti'-'()'' · mtify {racial discrimination]"). 

0 ..(, The Constitution abhors classifications based on race, not only 
because those classifications can harm favored races or are based on 
illegitimate motives, but also because every time the government pllcel 
citizens on racial registers and makes race relevant to the provision of 
burdens or benefits, it demeans us all. "Purchased at the price of 
immeasurable human suffering, the equal protection principle reflects 
our Nation's understanding that such classifications ultimately have a 
destructive impact on the individual and our society." Adara11d 

/
/caselaW. Ip. findlaw .com/scripts/ getcase. pl?court=US&vol=OOO&invol=02-24 l &fi:im... 7fJO/l003 
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Construction, Inc. v. Pena,, (1995) (Thomas, J. , 
concurring in part and concurring in judgment). 

II 
Unlike the majority, I seek to define with precision the interest being 

asserted by the Law School before determining whether that interest is 
so compelling as to justify racial discrimination. The Law School 
maintains that it wishes to obtain "educational benefits that flow from 
student body diversity," Brief for Respondents Bollinger et al. 14 This 
statement must be evaluated carefully, because it implies that both 
"diversity" and "educational benefits" are con1ponents of the Law 
School's compelling state interest. Additionally, the Law School's 
refusal to entertain certain changes in its admissions process and status 
indicates that the compelling state interest it seeks to validate is actually 
broader than might appear at first glance. 

Undoubtedly there are other ways to "better" the education of law 
students aside from ensuring that the student body contains a "critical 
mass" of underrepresented minority students. Attaining "diversity," 

whatever it means, is the mechanism by which the Law School obtains 
educational benefits, not an end of itself. The Law School, however, 
apparently believes that only a racially mixed student body can lead to 
the educational benefits it seeks. How, then, is the Law School's interest 
in these allegedly unique educational "benefits" not simply the forbidden 
interest in "racial balancing," ante, at 17, that the majority expressly 
rejects? 

A distinction between these two ideas (unique educational benefits 
based on racial aesthetics and race for its own sake) is purely sophistic
so much so that the majority uses them interchangeably. Compare ante, 
at 16 (" [T]he Law School has a compelling interest in attaining a diverse 
student body"), with ante, at 21 (referring to the "compelling interest in 
securing the educational benefits of a diverse student body" (emphasis 
added)). The Law School's argument, as facile as it is, can only be 
understood in one way: Classroom aesthetics yields educational benefits, 
racially discriminatory admissions policies are required to achieve the 
right racial mix, and therefore the policies are required to achieve the 
educational benefits. It is the educational benefits that are the end, or 
allegedly compelling state interest, not "diversity." But see ante, 
at 20 (citing the need for "openness and integrity of 
the educational institutions that provide [legal] train-
ing" without reference to any consequential educational benefits). 

One must also consider the Law School's refusal to entertain changes 
to its current admissions system that might produce the same educational 

l.Penefits. The Law School adamantly disclaims any ace-neutrlL 
alternative that would reduce "academic selectivity," which would in 

- tum 1 rreQUire the Law School to become a very -aifferent institution, and 

:1/-aw.lp.findlaw.com/scripts/getcase. pl?court=US&vol=OOO&invol=02-24 l&fi:ien... 7/30/2003 
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to sacrifice a core part of its educational million.• Brief for &t lpODdeull 
Bollinpr et al. 33-36. In other words, the Law Sdloo1 eeeks to impaove 
marginally the education it offers without sacrificiq too much mits 

exclusivity and elite status. 

The ~ interest that the majority vindicates today, then, is not 
simply "diversity." Instead the Court upholds the use of racial 
discrimination as a tool to advance the Law School's interest in offering 
a marginally superior education while maintaining an elite institution. 
Unless each constituent part of this state interest is of pressing public 
necessity, the Law School's use of race is unconstitutional. I find each of 
them to fall far short of this standard. 

Ill 

A 

A close reading of the Court's opinion reveals that all of its legal 
is done through one conclusory statement: The Law School has a 

_ mpelling interest in securing the educational benefits of a diverse 
- -~~" Ante, at 21. No serious effort is made to explain how 
these benefits fit with the state interests the Court has recognized (or 
rejected) ~ compelling, see Part I, supra, or to place any theoretical 
constraints on an enterprising court's desire to discover still more 
justifications for racial discrimination. In the absence of any explanation. 
one might expect the Court to fall back on the judicial policy of stare 
decisis. But the Court eschews even this weak defense of its holding, 
shunning an analysis of the extent to~ lum ~w~s opinion in 
Regents of Univ. of Cal. v. Bakke. (1978), is binding, mW, 
at 13, in favor of an unfounded wholesale adoption of it. 

Justice Powell's opinion in BaJclce and the Court's decision today rest 
on the fundamentally flawed proposition that racial discrimination can 

/ -ii~ so that a goal, such as cl!!.!!!!2!!L~ can be ~pelling in one context but not in an&.fbiS weoW"it when we 
__. j(. lpPIOach to evaluating state interests is not capable of juaiciil ~ 
application. Today, the Court insists on radically expanding the range of 
paulillible Ulm of. nee to llOIDCthing &I trivial (by QOlllpariSOD) Uthe 
a•cmblina of a law llChool clau. I can only presume that the majority'• 
&ilure to~ ill decision by ret'tnncle. to any principle arises from the 
ablmCe rA., •lob princiaJe. See Put VI. infra. 
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1 
While legal education at a public university may be good policy or 

otherwise laudable, it is obviously not a pressing public necessity when 
the correct legal standard is applied. Additionally, circumstantial 
evidence as to whether a state activity is of pressing public necessity can 
be obtained by asking whether all States feel compelled to engage in that 
activity. Evidence that States, in general, engage in a certain activity by 
no means demonstrates that the activity constitutes a pressing public 
necessity, given the expansive role of government in today's society. The 
fact that some fraction of the States reject a particular enterprise, 
however, creates a presumption that the enterprise itself is not a 
compelling state interest. In this sense, the absence of a public, 
American Bar Association (ABA) accredited, law school in~ 
Delaware, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, and Rhode !slaw!, see ABA
LSAC Official Guide to ASA-Approved Law Schools CW. Margolis, B . 
Gordon, J. Puskarz, & D. Rosenlieb, eds. 2004) (hereinafter ABA-LSAC 
Guide), provides further evidence that Michigan's maintenance of the 
Law School does not constitute a compelling state interest. 

2 
As the foregoing makes clear, Michigan has no compelling interest in 

having a law school at all, much less an elite one. Still, even assuming 
that a State may, under appropriate circumstances, demonstrate a 
cognizable interest in having an elite law school, Michigan has failed to 

do so here. 

This Court has limited the scope of equal protection review to 
interests and activities that occur within that State's jurisdiction. The 
Court held in Missouri ex rel. Gaines v. Canada. (1938), 
that Missouri could not satisfy the demands of "separate but equal" by 
paying for legal training of blacks at neighboring state law schools, 
while maintaining a segregated law school within the State. The equal 

protection 

"obligation is imposed by the Constitution upon the States 
severally as governmental entities--each responsible for its 
own laws establishing the rights and duties of persons 
within its borders. It is an obligation the burden of which 
cannot be cast by one State upon another, and no State can 
be excused from performance by what another State may do 
or fail to do. That separate responsibility of each State 
within its own sphere is of the essence of statehood 
maintained under our dual system." Id., at 3 SO (emphasis 

added). 

The Equal Protection Clause, as interpreted by the Court in Gaines, does 

el aw lp.ftndlaw .com/scriptslgetcase. pl?court=US&vol=ooo&invol==02-24 l &frien... 7fJ0/2003 
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not pea111it States to justify racial discrimination on the basis <Xwhat the 
rest of the Nation "may do or fail to do." The only interats that can 
satisfy the Equal Protection Clame's demands are thoee found within a 
State's jurisdiction. 

The only COIP'imle ate intlnltl vindicated by opauaa a public 
law acboal are, dicllf°" the education of that State's citimu and the 
tnining of that State'• lawyers. James Campbell'• addrell at the opeaina 
af the Law Department ll the Univenity of Micbipn an October 3, 
1859, rnakm this dear: 

"It not only concerns the State that every one aboold have 
Ill rasonable facilities for preparing himlelf for any honest 
position in life to which he may upire, but it also concerna 
the commimity that the Law should be taught and 
understood .... There is not an office in the State in which 
serious legal inquiries may not frequendy arise .... In all 
these matters, public and private rights are constandy 
involved and discussed, and ignorance of the Law bu 
frequently led to results deplorable and alarming. ... [I]n the 
history of this State, in more than one instance, that 
ignorance has led to unlawful violence, and the shedding of 
innocent blood." E. Brown, Legal Education at Michigan 
1859-1959, pp. 404-406 ( 1959) (emphasis added). 

The Law School today, however, does precious little training of those 
attorneys who will serve the citizens of Michigan. In 2002, graduates of 
1be University of Michigan Law School made up less than 6% of 
applicants to the Michigan bar, Michigan Lawyers Weekly, available at 
bttj>: II www.michiganlawyersweekly.com I barpauers0202.dm, 
baipwen0702.cfin (all Internet materials as visited June 13, 2003, and 
available in Clerk of Court's cue file), even though the Law School's 
plduaW constitute nearly .J<c1a of.all law students graduating in 
Micbipn. 
Ibid. LIM than 16% of the Law School's tpduating dus elects to stay 
in Mid19n after law ICbool. ABA-LSAC Guide 427. Thus, while.a 
aw"*'ft~tbe Law Schaol's 2002 entering dm • from Micbipn, 
• .Viiiilily d'Midlipn Law Sc:bool Website, available I& 
-~JVWW.t..Jllllicll.edu I prospectivellUdmta /Admi1siomlinds.ldlD, 
aW 111119f».· ..... will stay in Middpn. 



does little to advance the welfare of the people of Midlipn army 
copimble in1el'elt of the State of Michigan. 

~in, the fact that few States choose to maintain elite law ldaoolt 
a ltl ong inference that there is nothing compellina lbout etiw 

&mls. Arguably, only the public law schools of the Univenity of Tau. 
the University of California, Berkeley (Boalt Hall), and the Univeni\y ~ 
Viqpnia maintain the same reputation for excellence u the Law 
School. Two of these States, Texas and California, are so large that 
they could reasonably be expected to provide elite legal training at a 
separate law school to students who will, in fact, stay in the State and 
provide legal services to its citizens. And these two schools far OUllbine 
the Law School in producing in-state lawyen. The University ofTexu, 
for example, sends over three-fourths of its graduates on to work in the 
State of Texas, vindicating the State's interest (compelling or not) in 
training Texas' lawyers. Id, at 691. 

3 
Finally, even if the Law School's racial tinksina produaee 

educational benefits, a marginal improvement in lepl educaf• ..... 
justify racial discrimination where the Law Sdlool bu no COi ....... 
interest in either its existence or in its current educational and 
admissions policies. 

//case1aw.lp.find 
httP 
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States as Amicus Curiae 13-14, the Law School could achieve its vision 
of the raciaJJy aesthetic student body without the use of racial 
discrimination. The Law School concedes this, but the Court holds, 
implicitly and under the guise of narrow tailoring, that the Law School 
has a compelling state interest in doing what it wants to do. I cannot 
agree. First, under strict scrutiny, the Law School's assessment of the 
benefits of racial discrimination and devotion to the admissions status 
quo are not entitled to any sort of deference, grounded in the Fint 
Amendment or anywhere else. Second, even if its "academic selectivity• 
must be maintained at all costs along with racial discrimination, the 
Coun ignores the fact that other top law schools have succeeded in 
meeting their aesthetic demands without racial discrimination. 

A 
The Court bases its unprecedented deference to the Law School-a 

deference antithetical to strict scrutiny-on an idea of "educational 
autonomy" grounded in the First Amendment. Ante, at 17. In my view, 
there is no basis for a right of public universities to do what would 
otherwise violate the Equal Protection Clause. 

The constitutionalization of "academic freedom" began with the 
concurring opinion of Justice Frankfurter in Sweezy v. New Hampshire, 

(1957). Sweezy, a Marxist economist, was investigated by 
the Attorney General of New Hampshire on suspicion of being a 
subversive. The prosecution sought, inter alia, the contents of a lecture 
Sweezy had given at the University of New Hampshire. The Court held 
that the investigation violated due process. Id, at 254. 

Justice Frankfurter went further, however, reasoning that the First 
Amendment created a right of academic freedom that prohibited the 
investigation. Id, at 256-267 (opinion concurring in result). Much of the 
rhetoric in Justice Frankfurter's opinion was devoted to the personal 
right of Sweezy to free speech. See, e.g., id, at 265 ("For a citizen to be 
made to forgo even a part of so basic 8> liberty as his political autonomy, 
the subordinatin · terest of the Stat ust be compelling"). Still, 
claiming that e United States "need not be burdened with 
PR><':" Ju · Frankfurtec al serted that a "free society" depends on 
•free uni "ties• and "[tJ • means the exclusion of governmental 
interven on in the intell life of a university." Id, at 262. 
Acccinling to Jultice Franlcfurter: •[I]t is the business of a university to 
provide that atmosphere which is most canducive to speculation, 
experimem llld creation. It is an almosphere in which there prevail 'the 

!bar "'.eudal ftwdca1' of a university-to determine for ~!::: 
~clD!lll@.~mar-... ~!!i$E!!!!!!ht. ~111.-..-:-""'"".-.-staiiiliNdliWieiiiai.· ·id. •"mfcata11oa -·-

.... 



it citea proviliom al' the Constitution to iDWnt new~ 
tbe idea that the Fint Amendment IUtborUea a public uniVSlitJ to do 
what would adaerwime violate the Equal Prom.:aian Clw. 1be majarity 
fails in its summary effort to prove thi1 point. The only IOUrCe for the 
Courts conclusion that public univtnitiea are entided to deference evm 
within the confines of strict scrutiny is Justice Powell's opinion in IJald:e. 
lustice Powell, for his pert, relied only on Justice Fl"IDkfiuter's opinion 
in .SWeay and the Court's decision in Keyishian v. Board of &gents of 
Univ. a/State o/N. Y., (1967), to suppon his view that the 
First Amendment somehow protected a public university's use of race in 
admissions. /JakU, . Keyishian provides no answer to 
the question whether the Fourteenth Amendment's restrictions are 
relaxed when applied to public universities. In that case, the Court held 
that state statutes and regulations designed to prevent the "appointment 
or retention of 'subversive' persons in state employment," 

, violated the Fint Amendment for vagueness. The statutes covered 
all public employees and were not invalidated only as applied to 
university faculty members, although the Coun appeared sympathetic to 
the notion of academic freedom, calling it a "special concern of the Fint 
Amendment." Id, at 603. Again, however, the Court did not relax any 
independent constitutional restrictions on public universities. 

I doubt that when Justice Frankfurter spoke of governmental 
intrusions into the independence of universities, he was thinking of the 
Constitution's ban on racial discrimination. The majority's broad 
deference to both the Law School's judgment that racial aesthetics leads 
to educational benefits and its stubborn refusal to alter the status quo in 
admissions methods finds no basis in the Constitution or decisions of 
this Court. 

B 

1 

The Court's deference to the Law School's conclusion that its racial 
eXiierimemation leads to educational benefits will, if adhered to, have 
serious callatenl comequences. The Court relies heavily on social 
science evidence to justify its deference. See ame, at 18-20; but see Ilsa 
Rmhman, Li• j. Ne:4~ P.ci•lWxUtv .. 8«4aidmd, ISi Public 
Inlmlt 2S c21ifu}(lincliJis iliai the racial mix of. stuaeiitbody 
praduaDd by llCial dilCrimination of the type pncticed by the Law 
Sclleal in &ct hindrn lblclenta' 1>e1ception of IAdemic quality). The 
C<at...,. ............... however, the IJR>Wina evidence that 1'ICiaJ 
(Wiii •• , .... )al ...... eity ldullly imPlin leami111 alDCJlll blaak 
s ~ ...... ct Copiti ~Co11111 
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1111ona blacb, "a substantial diversity modentel the copitive eft'ecaa ~ 
ltliending ID HBC"); Allen, Jbe. Cdor of SUQ;SpJ; A6iseD;Amej511 

1/ Callw Snv.tua O...vma • j)mdgpiundJ Wlitc NMI Hil!qj~i 
f 1 .Bl'M't Public Co!l,.. l!!d 'lai¥CAdi-. 62 Hmv. Educ. llev. 26, 3 

(l _m) (finding that black students attending HBCa report hisher 
:.emic achievement than those attending predominandy white 

eelleges). 

At oral argument in Gratz v. Bollinger, ante, p. __,counsel for 
respondents stated that "most every single one of [the HBCs] do have 
diverse student bodies." Tr. of Oral Arg. in No. 02-516, p. 52. What 
precisely counsel meant by "diverse" is indeterminate, but it is reported 
that in 2000 at Morehouse CoJJege, one of the most distinguished HBCs 
in the Nation, only 0.1% of the student body was white, and only 0.20/o 
was Hispanic. College Admissions Data Handbook 2002-2003, p. 613 
(43d ed. 2002) (hereinafter College Admissions Data Handbook). And at 
Mississippi Valley State University, a public HBC, only 1.1% of the 
freshman class in 2001 was white. Id, at 603. If there is a "critical mass" 
<![whites at these institutions, then "critical mass" is indeed a very small 
eroesti0u. 

The majority grants deference to the Law School's "assessment that 
diversity wiJJ, in fact, yield educational benefits," ante, at 16. It follows, 
therefore, that an HBC's assessment that racial homogeneity will yield 
educational benefits would similarly be given deference. An HBC's 
rejection of white applicants in order to maintain racial homogeneity 
seems permissible, therefore, under the majority's view of the Equal 
Protection Clause. But see United States v. Fordice, 
{1992) ('lhomas, J., concurring) ("Obviously, a State cannot maintain ... 
traditions by closing particular institutions, historically white or 
historically black, to particular racial groups"). Contained within today's 
majority opinion is the seed of a new constitutional justification for a 
concept I thought long and rightly rejected-racial segregation. 

2 
Moreover one would think, in light of the Court's decision in United 

State& v. Virginia, (1996), that before being given license 
to me racial discrimination, the Law School would be required to 
radiaally mbape its admissions process, even to the point of sacrificing 
IOllle elements of iu character. In Virginia, a majority of the Court, 
without a word about academic freedom, accepted the all-male Viqpnia 
Militmy lnllitute'a {VMI) repRWttation that some chanps in its 
•ldw;illtive• mechod of education would be required with the admillion 
r1---.111. •• 540, but did not defer to VMl'1 jucfpent that daae 
~ WUld .. tao ...... ,utced,, the Ccut concluded that they ... 
~· .W •'51,a. 19. '111atcueinvalvad .. diaimiallion,. . .-..m1-. DGl llric:I, ICIUliDJ. ld., It 533; om. 
v. • 117 (1'76). So in ,,,,.,.., ..... dae lllDdrd 
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of review dictated that greater flexibility be granted to ,XM;f•e 
educational policies than the Law School deaerves here, this Coun gave 
no deference. Apparendy where the status quo being defended is that of 
the elite establishment-here the Law School-rather than a less 
fashionable Southern military institution, the Court will defer without 
serious inquiry and without regard to the applicable legal standard. 

c 
Virginia is also notable for the fact that the Court relied on the 

"experience" of formerly single-sex institutions, such as the service 
academies, to conclude that admission of women to Y.MI. }:Vould be 
"manageable." -545. Today, however:tile majority 
ignores the "experience" of those institutions that have been forced to 
abandon explicit racial discrimination in admissions. 

The sky has not fallen at Boalt Hall at the University of California, 
Berkeley, for example. Prior to Proposition 209's adoption of Cal. 
Const., Art. 1, §3 l(a), which bars the State from "grant[ing] preferential 
treatment ... on the basis of race ... in the operation of ... public 

education," j!Qtlt tllll enrolled 20 blacks and 28 Hispanics in its first-
~__s:lus.for..19S)6, ln 2002, without deploying express racfal 
discrimination in admissions, Boalt's entering class enrolled 14 blacks 

and 36 Hispanics. University of California Law and Medical School 
Enrollments, available at 

~~cop.edu/acadadv/ datamgmt/ lawmed/ law-enrolls
eth2.html. Total underrepresented minority student enrollment at Boalt 
Hall now exceeds 1996 levels. Apparently the Law School cannot be 
counted on to be as resourceful. The Court is willfully blind to the very 
real experience in California and elsewhere, which raises the inference 
that institutions with "reputation[s] for excellence," ante, at 16, 26, 
rivaling the Law School's have satisfied their sense of mission without 
resorting to prohibited racial discrimination. 

v 
Puttins uide the absence of any legal support for the majority's 

reflexive deference, there is much to be said for the view that the use of 
teltl and other meuures to "predict" academic perf ormanee is a poor 
subltitute for • l)'ltem that lives every applicant a chance to prove he 
CID •aecd in the study of law. The rallying cry that in the absence of 
flCial cltcriminllion in edmiuiona there would be a true meritocracy i...-tbe fact thlt the endre proceu i1 poisoned by numerous 
e...,._.to -...U. •For example, in the nadanal debate on racial 
111 i ii 81 la lither ed11cwtiaa admiuiona, much bu bem DllM of 
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ldmialiona are in fact the onhs-df the day at the Nati univeniti•. 
The Equal Protection Cl~oes n~ however, bit the uae ot 
unseemly legacy pre&:r,l(ces or many other ki of arbitrary 
admiuiona procedu'91. What the Equal, ·on Clau1e does prolul>it 

clusificationwtnade on the buis fir race. So whil!, I~ 
M~ can stand under the Constitution, raCiiT discrimination 

-9l!!JR!: I will not twist the Constitution to invalidate legacy 
9references or otherwise impose my vision of higher education 
admissions on the Nation. The majority should similarly stay its impulse 
to validate faddish ~ciaJ diteti&uiu•tiQD JU~•titution clearly forbids. 

In any event, there is nothing ancient, honorable, or constitutionally 
protected about "selective" admissions. The University of Michigan 
should be well aware that alternative methods have historically been 
used for the admission of students, for it brought to this country the 
~an certificate system in the late-19th century. See H. Wechsler, 
The Qualified Student 16-39 ( 1977) (hereinafter Qualified Student). 
Under this system, a secondary school was certified by a university so 
that any graduate who completed the course offered by the school was 
offered admission to the university. The certification regime 

pp emented, and later virtually replaced (at least in the Midwest), the 
prior regime of rigorous subject-matter entrance examinations. Id, at 57-
58. The facially race-neutral "percent plans" now used in Texas, 
California, and Florida, see ante, at 28, are in many ways the 
escendents of the certificate system. 

Certification was repla by selective admissions · e beginning 
of the 20th century, as versities sought to exerci more control over 
the composition of r student bodies. Sine~ i~ · ception, selective 
admissions has beon' the vehicle for racial, etl)Jlfc, and religious tinkering 
and experimentfdon by university adminisritors. The initial driving 
force for the relocation o? the selective function from the high school to 
the universities was the same desire to select racial winners and losers 
that the Law School exhibits today. Columbia, Harvard, and others 
infamously detemtined that they had • oo m~!ews. just as today the 
Law School argues it would have "&go m.auy• wbita 1fitsS!YW DQl,. 
discrimina · im a · · ee QJ.Mllified Stud,ent 155-168 
(Colum . ; H. Broun & G. Britt, ChristiltlS Only: AS.Ody in Prejudice 
S3- 931) {Barvard). 

Columbia employed intelligence tests precisely because Jewish 
applicants, who were predominandy immigrants, scored worse on such 
t91fa. Thus, Columbia could claim (falsely) that" '[w]e have not 
dimi'Nlted boys bttau11e they were Jews and do not propose to do so. 
We ll*e boneady attempted to eliminate the lowest grade of applicant 
[thrauah the Ille~ intellipnce tati118] and it turns out that a sood many 
<?!II.law llMe mm are New Y ort City Jews.' • Letter from Herbel t E . 
.lliWfii. .... flCalumbia Collep, IDE. B. Wil~.e• WZ ~ 
(~ ia O..Uled 8mclmt 160-161 ). la odler tells wtre 
adq tld llll bawl-ottlleir cli!p!!!te i•M er. DeFMb v. 




